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Tijuana Tastes USD, SHARE Hospitality
By Emily Schell
ciously accepted the change of
Early Saturday morning, Octo fered by their new "amigo." The
ber 1, five USD students in the scenery began to change even
Mission Club met with parishon- more drastically as the caravan
ers from churches throughout entered the neighborhood in
San Diego. The meeting was held which the rest of the day was to
off Morena Boulevard at the Self be spent.
The dirt and gravel roads were
Help And Resource Exchange
(SHARE) warehouse. There, the partly washed away and children
group loaded bags of food onto lined the streets staring at their
trucks that had been sorted the American visitors. A sense of
night before by other volunteer unease settled over the neighbor
students and parishoners. With hood. Dreary-looking shacks
this done, the cars and trucks spotted the hillsides of this im
formed a caravan and headed for poverished community. Clothes
the border to experience some lines offered a bit of color to the
thing unique and something beau dismal atmosphere. The children
and women simply stared.
tiful.
The SHARE group parked and
SHARE is a program that began
in a few Catholic parishes in San hesitantly assembled in the street.
Diego. The program is designed Then an old woman approached
to provide food for needy fami them with open arms. She hugged
lies, who pay a small fee for a each of the visitors and carried
large quantity of food received on inSpanish about what "angels"
monthly. The donations of stores God had sent to the people of the
and parishes compensate for the neighborhood. The translation
difference in cost. The man power was supplied by one of the
behind the project is mostly volunteers who, thankfully, un
derstood the native language.
voluntary.
The SHARE program has ex
While the trucks were being
panded incredibly in recent setup to distribute food and
months, and decided to take their clothes, the children gathered
project to where it was needed around the students and made
most. Thus, the first trip to Mex efforts to communicate. Sopho
more Chris Bertrand proved that
ico was underway.
A twenty minute trip to Tijuana language was no barrier between
opened the eyes of a few students himself and the large crowd of
who had never previously been children he held as audience.
to Mexico. The noticeable differ Chris, who does not know any
ences between our two countries Espanol, taught the children
became apparent immediately. As games and showed them some
Sophomore John Noriega drove tricks. The laughter was enough
the group of USD students to warm the hearts of many.
through downtown Tijuana, two Smiles, laughter and true happi
friendly young boys generously ness suddenly leaped out of these
Continued on page 3
washed his windshield and gra

Smiles were found on the faces of many in Tijuana when the Mission Club and SHARE visited
this neighborhood. This group assembled at the church to say good-bye to their American
friends. Photo by Dave Pierce.

Writing Clinic
Reaches 200th Hour
By Rosemary Boatright
Forty six stimulated, creative,
enthusiastic and diligent minds
are hard at work 200 hours a
week, and they are available, free
of charge, just for you.
In order to accomodate virtu
ally anyone's schedule, the Writ
ing Clinic has expanded its hours
and is now open on weekends.
With a staff of forty three tutors
(including many non-English ma
jors), Student Coordinators, and

Saturday Exam Studied
By Jessica Piccini
Three exams being adminis
tered on three different Satur
days this semester by Dr. Merrill
and Dr. Black, profesorss of the
Intermediate Accounting A clas
ses, have been causing a lot of
concern among many students.
In an interveiw Dr. Merrill
stated that in order for students
to be evaluated equally, they must
be given the same test at the same
time. In the summer, they planned
the three 2-hour exams to be
administered the three selected
Saturdays during the semester.
Dr. Merrill stated the because of
the rigor of the subject matter
every hour of class time is needed
to cover the material. The Satur
day exam period would give stu

dents of the Intermediate Ac
counting classes a common basis
for comparative evaluation plus
allow adequate time for the test.
Saturday was selected rather
than Tues., Thurs., or Friday
afternoon because it was felt that
it would create the fewest con
flicts. 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. was
chosen as a test time so that it
would not interfere with students'
jobs and plans.
The ASB surveyed students of
the Intermediate Accounting A
classes to find out their feelings
about the Saturday testing. Stu
dents were given four different
testing periods to choose from
including: Tuesday and Thurs
day from 11:15 - 1:15, Friday
afternoons, and the Saturdays

already planned. A slim majority
chose the Saturday test time.
Another question asked in the
survey dealt with the exam pres
ently scheduled on the morning
of Homecoming, November 5. It
asked "do you feel the need to
have this test moved to another
day?" 45 students answered yes
while 33 answered no.
Dr. Merrill feels that the real
issue is not whether exams should
be administered on Saturdays,
but rather, whether more multisectioned exams should be ad
ministered in the future. He also
stated student input would be
taken into consideration when
ever possible in multisection exam
planning.

"AWriting Clinic tutor," stat
Director Dr. Irene Williams, the
Writing Clinic, offering the ser ed Melissa, one of the two stu
vice of objectivity, proudly opens dent Coordinators, "is an objec
its doors to anyone and everyone. tive reader, one who helps the
Objectivity ties in with Dr. student see his ideas, organize his
Dennis Clausen's purpose for set thoughts, and focus his energies
ting up the Clinic four years ago. on the particular topic he is writ
First of all, the Writing Clinic is ing on. The tutor is also a lis
not a proofreading service but tener. He is almost even a reflec
rather a place to discuss and tion of the student, helping him
exchange ideas. It is for those to see his ideas more clearly,
involved and interested in the helping him to see that which is
creative writing process, and for already there."
Melissa reflected on all of this
those who respect this process.
"The Writing Clinic," noted and summed it up as a situation
Dr. Williams, "is a place where demanding patient respect for
students are helping students. It one another: "the tutor must
is a place where the tutor and the listen to the student's ideas and
student are mutally engaged in a the student must be able to accept
very important activity, one in positive criticism and reinforce
which they are thinking together." ment from the tutor."
"The role of the tutor," pointed
She said that the tutor is there to
listen to the student practice, in a out by D'arcy, the other Student
sense, and make sure that this Coordinator, "is to act as a peer,
thoughts and purpose in his writ and not as a superior. Further
ing are both clarified and under more, the tutor's role is to pro
stood.
voke creative thought in the stu
"The Writing Clinic," stressed dent." D'arcy stressed that the
Dr. Williams, "offers to the stu tutor is not a teacher nor a disci
dent a situation without the jeo plinarian but rather a competent
pardy of the classroom, without peer, "he is one in the position of
the sense of being observed." helping the student correlate his
The Clinic provides mainly the ideas in an organized fashion, and
point of view of another person present a well-developed thesis
and should not be considered a relevant to the topic."
type of remedial English center.
D'arcy also spoke of the pub
The Writing Clinic, above all, is lic's misconceptions with writing
not a punishment — it is a service in general. "English majors no
for writers of all.

Continual on page 3
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Opinion

Letters to the Editor

Callaway
Responds

Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to
those published in last week's
issue submitted by Mr. Arseneault and Miss Schell. First, I'll
agree that the act itself did not
measure up to many people's
expectations. Although it was
consistent with their "Saturday
Night Live" performances it was
not the quality expected by many.
This, however, is a problem that

often occurs when performers
are signed without a preview. Act
previews are a standard policy of
ASB programmers. In this case
the preview was foregone for
many reasons. First, one was not
available. Second, we felt we had
a good idea of how they would
perform because of their nation
ally televised work. Third, ASB
Program Board and Senate felt
this was a worthy risk to take for
the relatively cheap price. The
final net amount spent by the

Commentary

Commitment: Just Another
Empty Promise?
By Annette Roy
What has happened to those golden words like "honor,"
"promise" and "responsibility?" Have their meanings been lost
in the individual human struggle to become better than the next
guy?
It is evident today, that the "giving of one's word" or the
signing of one's signature does not hold the same import as it did
in years past. Why do people place such little value in these
items?
It is also true, that one of the worst experiences is that of
having a false hope. Building up energy, planning and dreaming,
and then finding out that none of the time and effort will be
recognized or realized.
So where is the connection between false hope and signa
tures? The answer lies within the meaning of a single word;
commitment. Why do people volunteer, but then change their
minds when the work begins? Why do people over-extend
themselves to the point, where no job that they do is done with
any quality or accuracy?
Lack of commitment and responsibility is an answer. Here is
where those golden words become so valuable. When you
signed your name on that list at the beginning of the year, you
made a commitment to the person opposite you. Those lists are
not just thrown away. Those lists are someone's hope. By
offering to help and then not "honoring" your word, the owner
of the list is stuck with a "ghost committee;" that is, a group of
people who sign up but do not show up.
The other side of the coin, is those people who make prom
ises to constituents and either forget or ignore those promises.
These people, usually elected officials, or those who have some
how attained power over others, are guilty of this, from time to
time.
Why do people act in such a manner? The reasons are numer
ous, but one thing should always be remembered: Do Unto
Others As You Would Have Them Do Unto You. Sound
vaguely familiar?
Do not sign up for more than you can handle, and if you are
not sure of your limits, then wait until you have organized
yourself and have become ready to acquire more responsibility.
By doing this, one does not put others into a state of false
hope and in the end everyone will eventually benefit. Involve
ment is wonderful and whole-heartedly encouraged, by overinvolvement leads to empty promises.
The Vista welcomes "Letter to the Editor" from students,
faculty, and others. All letters must be typed (double-spaced65
space line.). Letters which are submitted, must be accompanied
by the author's name and phone number for verification pur
poses. Names will be withheld upon request. The Editor retains
the right not to print any letter which is found to be obscene,
slanderous or libelous.
All letters must be submitted before 5:00 p.m. on Monday
for publication in the Thursday issue. The Vista office is located
onthe ground floor of Serra Hall across from the Snack Bar.

ASB will be around $2500.00.
We felt this a modest price to pay
in order to bring nationally rec
ognized performers to USD.
Secondly, the Alcala Men's
Club, the ushers Mr. Arseneault
referred to, was instructed to
perform only three jobs during
the evening. The first was to
ensure that no food or drinks
were allowed within the theater.
They did an admirable job in this
respect when one considers the
number of people attending the
event. Their second job was to
ensure that no one was able to
sneak in free of charge. Again
they performed this assignment
well. Finally, they were to aid
people in finding seats. At no
time were they instructed to act
as bouncers. This is not their job;
they are students who volunteer
their time to help the University
community and represent the Un
iversity to those inside and out
side this community.
Finally, as for the student bod
y's vice president, we all know
Mark's energetic behavior is, at
times, loud and rude. However,
Mark has apologized publicly to
the University community. This
occurred at last Thursday's Senate
meeting. Those of us who know
Mark realize that this was not an
easy thing for him to do.
In addition, it is this same
energy that makes Mark one of
the ASB's strongest leaders. It
was Mark who, along with with
Tim Beaulieu, pushed so strongly
for a revised alcohol policy when
everyone else was ready to quit.
Mark Ginella is not a quitter. It is
also Mark's work that developed
and coordinated the most exten
sive social programming schedule
ever for our USD campus.
Mr. Arseneault was out of line
in his letter. It is fine to voice
one's opinion and I am gald the
Vista provides a forum in which
to do so. However, to complain
about peoples' offensive profan
ity in one paragraph and then
turn around and use profanity
two paragraphs later is hypocriti
cal. I do not feel any evidence
exists that Mark is mentally re
tarded. In fact, his scholastic and
ASB work would suggest exactly
the opposite. He is quite good at
analyzing and solving the prob
lems that face him. Furthermore,
I don't believe Mark's parents
ever abused or beat him. I'm sure
they would be hurt by these
allegations.
Lastly, Emily, I'm sorry you
were embarrassed. The ASB and
I also "...hope that such first
impressions are not made on
USD's campus again."
Steve Callaway
ASB Secretary of Finance

USD as a superior institution,
both academically and socially.
In general, my four years here
have acquainted me with many
good friends, all of which seem to
understand the necessary mix of
Dear Editor:
This letter is directed towards maturity, consideration, and the
several persons who volunteered appreciation of a good time. The
questions of questionable taste Student Body here is overall the
towards Frankin and Davis at best group of people I've been
Friday night's comedy show. associated with and I'm proud to
Those of you who this letter ref be a part of it. Thank God that
ers to know who you are, unless the uncouth clods whose actions
you're completely ignorant to I'm protesting are the exception
your rudeness and insensitivity. and not the rule.
My biggest concern is the opin
Before I continue, don't write me
off by thinking something like ion that A1 Frankin and Tom
"If he doesn't like that kind of Davis now have of us as a whole.
humor he shouldn't have gone" Considering that their impression
or "He's too straight for his own is probably based on the ques
good." Those who know me know tions we asked, you can figure
that's far from the truth. I think I that one out for yourselves. And
speak for the majority when I say since this was parents weekend, I
Frankin and Davis demonstrated feel embarrassed for any students
a classic sense of humor, you just whose parents happened to at
showed a lack of class. Think tend. This is not extended to the
back to the comedians' responses few prima donnas in the crowd.
to your less than sophomoric Obviously, your parents, had they
inquiries; they avoided them like been there, wouldn't have even
a date with herpes. And many of been phased or you wouldn't
the rest of us tried to pretend we have grown up the way you did.
In conclusion, recall last year's
hadn't heard them.
I'm really not concerned that talent show, in which one con
the two or three of you haven't testant who displayed similar soc
learned how to handle yourselves ial incompetence was shown first
in public; that's your own prob verbal and then physical disap
lem and you'll suffer in the long proval of his insulting behavior.
run. It's what you've done to our Let's keep USD a class act and
school's reputation that infuriates those of you who can't cope with
me. Believe it or not, some out such sophistication: Grow up or
siders see us as a bunch of rich go somewhere where you're more
spoiled brats with no clue 01 appreciated.
concern about current events be Sincerely,
yond next week's party. Person Michael Caplinger
ally, 1 have always thought of
More letters on page 12

Lack of
Class
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Campus Notes
Abdominal and Back Class offered every Tuesday and Thursday
from 3:00-4:00 in Camino 150. Bring your own mat/pad.
Behaviorial Science Disneyland Trip on October 15th.Tickets
on sale directly outside DeSales. Buses leave9:30 a.m. For additional
information please see Sheri Hirsch 565-7450. Tickets include
transportation and entrance to park for only $12.
ETK Retreat—Buy your ticket for Las Vegas by calling Mike or
Ed at 560-7491. The trip is scheduled for Friday, Oct. 14.
Deadline for Changing Local Address for mailing of mid-term
to students is Friday, October 21, 1983.
Sophomores: We need your input on the Homecoming Float. On
Tuesday, October 18 there will be a brief meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the
Mission Crossroads. Come and share your ideas. Free refreshments.
The Philosophy Club presents: "What is Philosophy" on Friday
October 14 at 2:30 in the Presidents Dining Room in DeSales Hall
(First Floor).
The ASB/French Club/Italian Club/ISO, Spanish Club invite you
Children in Tijuana gather around Chris Bertrand and John Noriega during a Mission Club
to the J. Paul Getty Museum on Friday October 21 at a cost of $5
visit there. USD assisted the SHARE program in the distribution of food and clothing for the
per student. The group will depart at8 a.m. in front of Serra Hall and
needy. Photo by Dave Pierce.
return at approximately 4:30 p.m. For reservations leave your name
in the French Club box in the ASB office or by contacting a club
representative.
Seniors: Petitions for graduation for January and May 1984 must
be filed by October 28, 1983 in the Registrar's Office.
Circle K Club Meeting, Wednesday, October 19th at 7:30 p.m.
in Mission Crossroads.
Spanish Club, Tuesday, October 18 at 12:00 p.m. in Camino Continued from page 1
people. Many of the children drinkers, etc., especially took a Emily with hugs, kisses and in
120.
AMA Football Tail-Gate Party!! Sat. Oct. 15 from 4-7 p.m. at enjoyed counting to ten in Eng liking to "Susana's" blond hair. quiries as to when they would
lish to Senior Annette Kitagawa The parents, mainly mothers, as return. The students were sad to
Presidio Park. Refreshments available!!!
Wanted: Student/Faculty/Staff Craftspersons: interested in partic and took much pride in their sembled in the schoolyard for be leaving, happy to have gone,
ipating in the Third Annual Holiday Craft Fair, December 7th and accomplishments. Freshman Su songs and prayer while the child overjoyed with their new amigos
8th. For applications and more information contact Barbara Schmitz zanne Reed offered to hold, feed ren played in the streets and tried and anxious to return. The expe
rience was one that these five
and play with every baby and to speak with the Americans.
at 293-4590, the Office of Student Affairs, Serra 200.
Time to distribute the grocer share and hope to somehow relate
Senior BBQ. of Friday, October 14 at 3:00 p.m. at the South small child there. The boys and
girls, fitted in old t-shirts that ies came with a few rain showers. to others. The feeling is some
Mission Bayside Jetty.
If interested in working on the Senior Homecoming Float came from Charger fans, Venus The parents, holding tickets dis what like that after a campus
de Milo members,Sunkist Orange tributed through the Church, ministry retreat; the feeling is
contact Norma Samaniego or Shawn Caine.
came through a line receiving there, but not so easy to explain.
bread, cheese, hot dogs, vegeta
Annette Kitagawa, president
bles, oranges, clothes, etc. Smiles
and a number of "Gracias" ac of the Mission Club, organized
Welcome Aboard
Place: Fashion Valley Mall
Date: October 17-22
companied them. The children this project at USD in conjunc
USD'S Flag Ships!
Time: 11:30 a.m.-3:30 j» m.
giggled and jumped around in the tion with SHARE and she de
rain watching and waiting. When serves the thanks of many. Those
the food was distributed to all the that helped bag goods on Friday
Wrllnoi for the Person on the Co
11:30 a.m.
Shipshape
The Dynamics
Intervless in«
11:30 a m
Scholarship
Labor I .aw and l-abor Arbitration
Donald Wiekstrin. LI. M
12:10 p. m
families,
the excess was hauled to night and those that went to
Focal Abuse A Dilemma of the "B0»
12:30 pm.
Shipshape
Janet M Sims. Ph D
U S. Productivity IS Japan
12 50 pm
Schidanhip
Charles TepUtx. Ph D
the Church for storage. The child Tijuana also deserve the thanks
Career of a Paralegal
Courtship
Sue Sullivan. M A
1:10 pm.
Adolescent Insomnia
Shipshapr
Jack Morrison. Ph D
1:30 p.m.
ren followed and gladly assisted for their time and efforts. The
CHRISTENING AT THE FASHION \ ALLEY TOWERI
2 00 p.m.
San Diego: California's Cornerstone
Shipshapr
Iris Eniptrand. Ph D
2 30 p.m.
Job Search Strategies
last I heard, the Mission Club
Scholarship
Hohert Liebman. M S W
2 30 p.m.
in
this chore.
Career Opportunities in Law
Courtship
3:10 p.m.
Delrdtr Alfred, J D
Then came the hardest part - hopes to return to the neighbor
Women in Sports Myth and Resitti
Shipshape
Carolyn Ryback. M-A.
1130 a m
Interviewing Techniques
Scholarship
11 30 a m
JU Seal
saying goodbye to Roberto, Al hood visited to see the children
Courtship
Theresa Player. J.D
How to l ie Small Claims Court
12.10 p.m.
Alcoholism and Pregnancy
Shipshape
Case Sotoka. M Ed
12:30 pm
Estate Planning
Scholarship
E Elixabcth Arnold. M B A J D
12 30 p m.
fonso, Alberto, Elisa and all the and families while SHARE plans
What
Is
the
Matter
with
the
Legal
Profession.'
Sheldon
Krants.
I.L
B
1:10 pm
Courtship
Stress Management
Wayne Label. Ph D
130pm
Shipshape
friends made there. The children to distribute groceries to another
Life After Parenting
Ethel Sykes. M.S.
1:30 p.m.
Scholarship
Solar Energy
2:10 pm
Courtship
John W Ss.-hlndlet. I'h D
Militarism and Economic Disaster The Way to
Shipshape
Robert Simmons. J D
2 30 p.m
swarmed USD students John, needy community in Mexico later
Jack W Pope Ph.D.
Chris, Annette, Suzanne and this month.
Malsina Aboott. J.D

Tijuana Tastes USD

l|P

II 31am.
11:30 a m
12:10 p.m.

Shipshape
Scholarship
Courtship

Janet Rlenner. Ph.D.
Susan Zgltcxynfki. Ph D

12:30 p.m.
12:50 pm

1:10
pm
1:30 p.m

Janet Harrison. MS N
Larry Williamson. Ph.D.
William Ssiukup. Ph D

Sue Sullivan. M A
Cars Becker. B.A.
Linda Scales
Walter Hetser. LL.M.
John Maramhlo. Ph.D.

1:30 p.m.
2:10 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Scholarship
Courtship
Shipshape

2:30 p.m.
3:10 p.m.

Scholarship
Courtship

1130 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:10 p.m
12:30 p.m

Shipshape
Scholarship
Courtship
Shipshape

Evelyn Anderson. Ph D
Jeanne Rfnbv. Ph.D
Carol Hallstrom. J.D.
Doris Durretl. Ph.D

12:50 p.m
1:10 p m.
130 p.m.
1.50 p.m.

Scholarship
Courtship
Shipshape
Scholarship

Dirk Yandeil. Ph D
Charles Lynch. J.D
DeForest Strunk. Ph.D
Joan Anderson. Ph.D

2:30 p.m.
2:50 p.m.
3:10 p.m.

Courtship
Shipshape
Scholarship
Courtship

11:30 am
11:50 a m
12.10 p.m
12 30 p.m

Shipshapr
Scholarship
Courtship
Shtpshai*

Brian Fogarts. B.A.
Paultnr Gardner. Ph.D
Roberta Robinson. B.A. J.D
Carol Holmes Buckley. M A

130 pm.
1:50 p.m.

Courtship
Shi|nhapc
Scholarship

Nandra Thomas. J.D.
Sara Finn. B.A
K atSerine Kaoebaum. B

2:10 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:50 p.m.
3:10 p.m.

Courtship
Shlpahape
Scholarship
Courtship

James Daniels. Ph.D.
Cars Jones. Ph.D.
Bill Shine. M B A..B.A
Patrick Drinen. Ph.D

1130 a.m.
11:50 a.m.
12:10 p m
12:30 p.m.
12 SO p.m
1:10 p.m
1 30 pm
1:50 p.m.
2:10 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:50 p.m.
3:10 p.ir

Scholarship
Courtship
Shipshape
Scholarship
Courtship
Scholarship
Courtship
Shipshape
Scholarship

Michael Rob. Ph D
Sandy Edelman. M.A.
imei Gump. Ph.D
om Cos grove. M.A .M.Ed.

V

Case Snroka. M.Ed.
il Corbel. M B.A.
lim Crura. B.S.
Michael Brennan. B A ,M T
Timoths Wlllard. M A
Robert Fellmeth. J.D.
Linda Patzold. R D
Virginia Chang. B S
Robert Simmon*. J.D
Michael Brennan. B.A..M T
Harriet Baber Ph D

t

Sara Firm. B A

Health Promotion
The Dynamics of Interviewing
Technology and Tomorrow A Preview of Coming
Changes in American Business
Effective Communication In Marriage
The Proa and Coos of Owning A Personal
Career of a Paralegal
Training and Nutrition
Resume Writing
Ses Discrimination In Employ menl
The U.S.-Latin American Feminist Movement.A
Comparison
Purchasing
Carter Opportunities in Law

The Feminine Feminist: The French Dutch
Neighborhood Dispute Resolution
Stimulating Intrllig
and Creativity in B
Equal Pay lor Equal Work
Family law
Use of Microcomputers in Special Eihicetion
Female Participation and Efficiency 'n Meifca
Electric AssemNv Plants
Your Inner Critic: Is It in Charge?
U S - South African Relations
Effective Communication
Football and the American Housewife
Continuing Education
Careers in Law
Admission Proredures for Continuing Your Higher
Education
F.ffectise Communication in the Work Place and
Home
Criminal Justice Ssstem
Women and the Working World
F.ff*rti*e Communication in the Work Place and
Home
*
:
a Right to Health Care?
Resumes
Foreign Policy and the Nuclear Arms Race

Women in Btnines*
Self-Promotion
Therapeutic Massage How It Can Help
Time Management
Consumer Rights and Remedies: An Oseesie
u Families
the Computer World
•ties Law

la

Public Actions i
the 1 aw
How to Besoms

Writing Clinic
Reaches 200th Hour
Continued from page i

longer are the only ones who
need skills in writing. Because the
United States is now such a communative society, everyone needs
to know how to communicated.
These writing skills, thus, are
important to everyone regardless
of what one is studying."
The Writing Clinic is available
to everyone. In fact, many tutors
themselves visit the Writing Clin
ic for help. "Good writing," in
Dr. Williams' opinion, "is not
usually inspiration; rather, it is
work and time and sweat." The
Writing Clinic and its tutors re
spect this and show a great deal of
interest in language emphasizing
clear thought with precise and
candid expression.
The Writing Clinic and its
tutors are sincere in all respects.

"The Writing Clinic," noted tutor
Paul Davis, "has given me the
opportunity to express my inter
est in people, and in helping them
create a good piece of work. I try
to give them my total self. In fact,
when I walk out of the Clinic
with a headache, I know I've
done a good job!"
The hours for the Clinic are
Mondays 8-8, Tuesdays 9-7:30,
Wednesdays8-8, Thursdays8-8,
Fridays 8-3, Saturdays 9-3, and
Sundays 9-1:30. On Thursdays,
the Clinic closes from 12-1 for
the Writing Clinic Workshop;
this workshop is an opportunity
for the tutor to continually prac
tice and enhance his writing skills.
The Writing Clinic is located in
Camino 181 A, extension 4581.
All are welcome!
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ASB News

Inter - Club Council: This Week
This week some changes were
made. The first of these changes
was the re-location of the 10/10
meeting toSolomon Lecture Hall.
All ICC meetings, from this point
on, will be held there.
As usual, attendace was taken
and the minutes were approved.
The second of this week'schanges
came in the form of an announce
ment made by Chairman Shawn
O'Hearn. Along with the loca
tion change(which resulted from
the club increase and club atten
dance increase) the Old Business,
a section of the agenda used spe
cifically for the announcement
and clarification of any pertinent
information that needs to be reit
erated before any new business is
discussed, was abolished. Chair
man O'Hearn felt that with the
increase in club participation in
the ICC meetines, it would be to
the Council's advantage to have
the Old Business discussed indi
vidually between those con
cerned.
Although this new policy was
implemented, O'Hearn did dis
cuss Old Business at the 10/10
meeting. The first announcement
came from Paul Davis, sopho
more senator and representative
from the Senate, who requested
that those clubs interested in
providing tutorial services get
their forms in as soon as possible,
so that these services can be made
available to the students.
The next item dealt with club
constitutions. There is now a list
of all active and inactive clubs.
All club representatives, and es
pecially presidents, should be
aware of their status. Since the
ICC has expanded to a 61 club
membership, Chairman O'Hearn
has found it necessary to stipu
late that those club representa
tives who are absent 3 or more
times from the weekly meetings
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will forfeit their active status.
It was stated that, those clubs
that wish to have their activities
advertised in the monthly ASB
calendar must submit the appro
priate information to Judy Eng
land, Secretary of Communica
tions, no later than 10/12.
The problem of dual represen
tation was also mentioned, but
this announcement was basically
addressed to the Psychology club,
Accounting club and their respec
tive honor societies.
A message from the Program
Board advised ICC members to
avoid scheduling similar events,
such as bake sales, on the same
day. This problem occurred last
week.
At this time the Chairman be
gan the New Business portion of
the agenda. O'Hearn stated that
Sr. Tim was welcoming clubs to
participate in the fund-raising ac
tivities for OXFAM. She also
urged clubs to contact her by
October 21, so that an organiza
tion of events could begin.
Brett Campbell, assistant con
troller, provided each Council
member with an updated finan
cial statement for this week. As
he pointed out, the ICC has a
total of $868.22 left in unallo
cated funds. Campbell and
O'Hearn stressed the importance
of accurate and well-advised vot
ing, especially at this week's meeting. With only a limited amount
of dollars left for the rest of the
semester, every passed proposal
would be crucial to the ICC's
future budget.
The Chair made a motion to
pass proposals #9, 11, 12 as a
block. All of these required no
ICC funding. The proposals were
Circle K Swapmeet 11/9, Psy
chology club Candy sale 10/2628. Psychology club book sale
10/14. The requests were ap

proved as a block.
Next, a motion was made to
untable a proposal from last
week's meeting and to discuss it
before the other proposals. Pro
posal #7 was then moved up in
the agenda to proposal # 1. This
proposal, from Sigam Sigma Del
ta, requested $100 to purchase
squirt guns for the "assassin"
game that the club wished to
host. Most of the discussion about
this proposal took place at last
week's meeting and so the prop
osal was voted upon almost with
out delay. The Counsil voted in
the usual" yea" or "nay" fashion,
but due to the ambiguity, a div
ision was called for and a roll call
vote was taken. 11 approved the
proposal and 24 disapproved;
the request was denied and will
now move onto the Program
Board agenda.
The next proposal was with-

By Sheri Hirsch
The October 4th program
Board Meeting was called together
at 11:30 a.m. and roll call imme
diately proceeded. Several new
proposals were requested with
no funding required. A motion
was made to accept the following
proposals as a block: Spanish
Club Columbus Day Celebration
on October 11th, Phi Alpha Theta
bookstore sale, and the Behav
ioral Science Beer Raffle. Shawn
O'Hearn proposed that no more
than two bake sales should be
scheduled on one day to maxim
ize profit for the clubs.
The Bacchus 3rd Annual Roast
requested an additional $75 from
the already approved $200. The
explanation for this action was
based on additional costs arising.

ELECTION OF HOMECOMING
QUEEN AND HER COURT
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The Mallet Association re
quested $40, to purchase new
mallets. A 15 to 16 vote denied
the proposal. The American Mar
keting Association had a second
proposal, for $75, for various
publicity needed throughout the
year. Again, the club was denied.
The Waterski Club requested
$90 to cover the transportation
and boat fuel costs of a trip that
they plan to take 19/20-21. The
Council felt that by seeking dona
tions or requiring a fee, this cost
Continued on page 5
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Application Packets available beginning TODAY
in the ASB Office for
all candidates or sponsoring organizations
who desire to file petitions.
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PRIMARY ELECTIONS TO BE HELD NOVEMBER 2nd & 3rd.
Contact John Tenuta, ASB Secretary of Justice, for further details.

A question was raised as to why
there was no explanation for a
change or reference to the passed
proposal. The B.S. Club requested
$165.00 for their first event:
Disneyland scheduled for Octo
ber 15th. The proposal unanim
ously passed. The Octoberfest
presented by Cultural Arts and
Bacchus announced a date change
from November 9th to October
26th. This Octoberfest will take
place inthe Shubert Theatre. The
Resident Assistants announced a
"George of the Jungle" Dance on
October 14th. No funding was
requested. The AMA requested
$75 for posters. Due to improper
use of channels the proposal was
tabled. The Sophomore Senators
requested $15.00 for beverages

and refreshments to be served at
the class meeting for the Home
coming Float on October 18th.
A new policy was initiated by
Mark Ginella, that will lead to
the possible dismissal of ASB
appointed positions for negli
gence. A Progress Report on all
major events is also being consi
dered. This year's progress reports
include homecoming, Torero
Week, and Homecoming Float
construction. The progress re
ports will be submitted by Bill
Hogan, Jon Pace and the sena
tors respectively. In open forum,
Sue Burke suggested a greater
control on rowdiness such as that
exemplified on Friday night. The
meeting was then motioned to
adjourn by Bill Hogan.

The Best Picture of the Year
New York Film Critics
National Board of Review

Best Actor of the Year
— Ben Kingsley

HOMECOMING QUEEN
JUNIOR ATTENDANT
SOPHOMORE ATTENDANT
FRESHMAN ATTENDANT
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Millan of Sigma Chi informed the
Council that publicity at a cost of
$40 was an excess. He shared with
the AMA rep some easier, less
expensive ways of publicizing an
event. Subsequently, the proposal
was amended to $100 (the cost of
the speaker) and when voted
upon the Council denied it.

Program Board Meets
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drawn by Paul Davis, sophomore
senator. The original request was
for $15, but Davis realized that
his request from ICC budget was
inappropriate.
The Mission Club plans to
serve a meal to San Diego's InnerCity poor on 11/3. The club
requested $250 for food. There
was a lengthy discussion about
wheter or not the Community
Services budget would be better
able to handle such a proposal,
instead of the ICC budget. It was
agreed that President of the Mis
sion Club, Annette Kitagawa,
should seek more ifnormation
from the Directors of Commun
ity Services, Daryl-lynn Lalli and
Tim Durnin. The request was
tabled.
Next, the American Marketing
Association requested $140 for
the payment of a guest speaker
and necessary publicity. Jeff Mc-
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His triumph changed the world forever.
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"Senate: This Week"
The October 6 Senate meeting
commenced at 11:32 a.m. whith
a roll call and an approval of last
week's minutes.
President Tim Beaulieu made
some announcement concerning
upcoming events. On 10/6 the
Lark hosted a top 40 band and
the occasion became the ASB's
second alcoholic event. The
MBAC Rocktoberfest 10/7, the
Chargers vs. Seahawks Football
game 10/9.
Beaulieu also stated that if for
some reason a voting member
must leave the meeting, he or she
must give a note to the Secretary
explaining the reason for depart
ing.
Steve Callaway distributed this
week's statement of revenue and
expenses. For the rest of this
semester the ASB has $66,534.15
in unallocated funds.
Next on the agenda was New
Business. The first item was the
approval or denial by the Senate
of two committee appointments.
Rick Fawcett was appointed to
the University Tuition Commit
tee. He will serve as a student
representative when this commit
tee decides on the raising or low
ering of the tuition. Steve Calla
way became a member of the
Strategic Long Term Planning
Committee. This appointment
will enable the students to be
represented on a committee that

will plan the future of USD for
the years 1985-1995. Both ap
pointments were approved.
The following four items were
presented and discussed. They
will be voted upon at next week's
meeting, allowing Senate mem
bers to examine them fully. The
Dismissal Policy of ASB appoint
ed officers is a policy that is
already in effect. Vice-President
MaflfcGinella felt that a reitera
tion of this Presidential ability
would help to better the ASB and
keep it strong. The effects of this
policy are only seen when the
appointed official has blatantly
violated his or her position. It
serves as a means to check and
make sure that officials are doing
their jobs.
Next, two Program Board pol
icies were presented. The 50/50
Policy states that there should be
a limit placed on the amount of
dolalrs that a club or organization
can request from the ASB. This
limited amount has been set at
$15. It has been an ASB tradi
tion to co-sponsor club events
according to the 50/50 guide
lines; the club pays half and the
ASB pays the other half. By hav
ing a $ 1500 ceiling, this will lead
to a better balance of allocating
funds to the clubs.
The other Program Board pol
icy, the Summer Policy State
ment, says that during the sum-

SQUARE PAN COOKIES
"A Homemade Favorite With A Fresh Design"
For Parties, Meetings, Gifts and Get-Togethers
To Place Orders Call 453-5987
Proceeds to be given to OXFAM
(A PRODUCT OF SHWRP 101)

ROBERTS
Exclusive VW* BMW* A U DI*914 Service
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German Car Specialist
All work fully guaranteed • Factory-trained Mechanic
Mon.-Fri. 8 am
(619) 454-7823
(619) 454-3705
(619) 275-1132

5:30 pm; Sat. 8 am - 5 pm.
4630 Mission Bay Drive
(1-5 to Balboa Exit)
San Diego, CA 92109

USD Special
4 cyl Tune-Up
$45
6 cyl Tune-Up —$65
Not valid with any other coupon)

I
I
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10% OFF
on all other repairs
(except for Motor and
Transmission Overhaul)
(Not valid with any othercoupon)

With This Coupon
With This Coupon
kaaaiBM Offers good until Oct. 20th •••••J

Lunch time at Lorna's (Serra Hall Snack Bar) can be a trying affair. "So where's the other
cashier?! Out to lunch too?"
tions that were ready for Senate recent Faculty Senate meeting
approval or denial. The first, had not contributed to the pro
Sigma Delta Pi, requested club gress of the Dead Week Policy.
status and in the future has hopes The policy was not addressed,
of becoming another sorority. although it did appear on the
Second, the Snow Ski Club and agenda.
finally, the Surf Club was reiReferring back to the Franken
nacted. All the constitutions were and Davis, Ginella and Pace inci
approved as a block.
dent, Frank Bugelli (who is a
During the Old Business por member of the Alcala Mens Club
tion of the agenda, President that ushered at the event) offered
Beaulieu proudly announced that some suggestions to the ASB
the Alcohol Review Committee officials. He felt that they should
accepted the ASB proposal, in remember that as elected offic
principal, now the proposal needs ers, they represent the student
to be okayed by the Resident Life body and their actions should be
Committee and Student Affairs.
in accord with their status. Other
Probably the most eventful part students who attended the meet
of the meeting was the formal ing agreed that the behavior of
apologies made by Vice-President Ginella and Pace was unbecom
Mark Ginella and Secretary of ing to themselves and the Univer
Athletics Jon Pace concerning their sity.
With that there was a motion
drunken behavior at the recent
Franken and Daviscomedy show. made to adjourn the meeting and
the proceedings closed for this
After these statements, Presi
dent Tim Beaulieu addressed the
week.
Sigma Pi representative present,
and asked why the price of the
Halloween Bash tickets ahd risen
from $12 - $15 per person. The
response was that in order to get
a high quality band, the price had
Continued from page 4
to be raised in order to pay for
could be met without the aid
the band expense. Sigma Pi sold
from ICC's budget. The proposal
1000 tickets last year, and this
was denied 9-14.
year they hope to sell 800.
The newly chartered Blues
Sue Pardee, Secretary of Aca
Brethren and the Elman Tappa
demics, told the Senate that the
Kegga Club requested $400 to
provide a blues band on 10/20.
The amount requested was too
overwhelming for the ICC budget
and so the proposal was tabled
Buy a six pack of ISOTONIC POCARY, and
until the Brethren and ETK's dis
save 25C. For every coupon presented to
cussed their plans with Lark Dir
ector, Tom Ash, who is in charge
Serra Hall Snack Bar, Food Service will
of providing events of this nature.
donate 25C to OXFAM.
Finally, another new club, the
USD Snow Ski Club, requested
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON TO
$30 for film rental fees. This
proposal was passed without har
THE REGISTER, ATTIME OF PURCHASE
angue.
,—

mer, before the fall semester, all
event dates should be approved.
By doing this the Program Board
will cut-back on bureaucratic repetitiveness. All funding of these
events would not be handled
until the amounts had been ap
proved by the Budget Committee.
The final presentation was
made by Steve Callaway, Secre
tary of Finance, concerning testing
on Saturdays. A survey was made
and it was learned that 23% did
approve and 62% did not approve
of Saturday testing.
The agenda was then taken
into the 5 th item under New Bus
iness. Form the Budget Commit
tee and the ICC, theBehavioral
Science Club 10/15 Disneyland
trip had been denied, although it
was approved by the Program
Board. The club requested $165
an the ICC denied it because they
felt that the B.S. club might not
fill up the bus and the Council
was concerned about who would
take responsibility for the possi
ble loss. Budget Committee had
similar feelings. President of the
B.S. club,Sheri Hirsch, explained
that the club would not lose any
funds because they intended to
use a "piggy-back" approach. The
proposal was eventually voted
upon and it passed.
John Tenuta, Secretary of Jus
tice, had three new club constitu

25$

OXFAM—F.S.

ICC

25$
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Sigma Pi
Pledge Class
The brothers of the Sigma Pi
Fraternity would like to proudly
announce our Fall pledge class of
1983: Jim Agnew, Joe Bartel,
Robert Blodgert, David Chappel.
Dave Culp, Murray DeLine, Mark
Duro, John Foster, Charlie Han
son, Eric Laipemcks, Ron Lip
scomb, Greg Lonnecker, Tom
McGraw, Jim McHugh, Robert
McLaughlin, Frank McNeill,

Renew Your Faith

Charlie Malet, Mike Mendrano,
Tom Mortensen, Andy Nemechek, Kevin Noval, Angelo Pera,
James Pierik, Jim Potts, Scott
Redman, Ed Ross, John Roy,
Dave Ryder, Brian Solomon,
Casey Tibbirts, George Valdiviez,
Joe Warnick, and Rich Yousko.
Congratulations, gentlemen,
you are the kind! The best kind!

Classifieds
Trying to find the EXTRA
MONEY TO COVER COLLEGE
EXPENSES? Wish you could
WORK WHENEVER YOU
WANT TO? This Business Op
portunity is for YOU!! Self em
ployment, name your own hours—
full or part time, NO GIMMICKS.
You set your own goals and move
toward FINANCIAL INDEPEN
DENCE. Call (213) 320-9452 or
write P.O. Box 222, Harbor City,
CA 90710.
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES. Cre
ate your own unique costume from
our large selection of wigs, hats,
and old clothing. Thrift Village,

7011 Linda Vista Rd.; 750 12th
St., San Diego; 7575 Broadway,
Lemon Grove; 300 W. Main, El
Cajon.
TYPING - FACULTY AND STU
DENTS. Theses, dissertations, re
search reports, term papers. Fast—
accurate—reliable. Quality work,
reasonable rates. Cassette transcrip
tion. 12 years academic experience.
Sandy, 459-5818.
Earn $500 or more each school
year. Flexible Hours. Monthly pay
ment for placing posters on cam
pus. Bonus based on results. Prizes
awarded as well. 800-526-0883.

By Ken Camarillo
As you probably already know,
Sunday, Oct. 9th was officially the
beginning of the diocese's latest
program: RENEW. Under the di
rection of Msgr. John Dickie, a
faculty member at St. Francis
Seminary, RENEW offers all of
us the opportunity to invite Christ
into our lives or to re-kindle his
light in ourselves, in our families
and in our faith communities.
Renew consists of many essen

tial components, one of which has
been in existence at USD for the
last three years through the efforts
of Campus Ministry and students.
Small, or Scripture, groups play
a primary role in Renew. Denise
Quirk, who started a women's
group three years ago, has since
graduated along with her idea.
Small groups have evolved into
various degrees of faith-sharing
among the students.
Currently there are three such

This Bud's
For You

As students at USD, most of
you are aware of the famous Budweiser jingle "This Bud's For
You!" Well, nextThursday, Octo
ber 13 is the time to meet the
creator of this jingle and countless
others. Mr. Thomas DiNoto,
President of Tuesday Productions
will be here on campus to discuss
his "catchy jingles" that makes
Tuesday's a HIT! A San Diego
based firm, Mr. DiNoto is

credited with 14 years of experi
ence, and has a list of impressive
clients nationally as well as locally.
This includes Michelob's "Put a
little weekend in your week,"
PSA's "Catch our smile!" and also
various jingles for the Mission and
Fashion Valley Malls. So, next
Thursday at 11:15 AM, come on
over to the School of Business
202 for an interesting look at the
King of the JINGLES!!!

groups on campus, with approxi
mately thirty people involved.
Each group is led by facilitators,
who attended a workshop earlier
this semester and try to person
alize the material they use.
The dates and times for each
group are posted in front of Sr.
Tim's office. There is plenty of
space for all of us to be RE
NEWED, please come!

Jobs

The following are a few of the
current job openings available at
the Student Employment Center,
Serra 317. Stop by the office for
more information on these and
other jobs. Job #0546 Salesper
son in Mission Valley area. Per
form sales and stock in a women's
dancewear store. Dance, aerobic,
or retail experience preferred.
Hours to be arranged. $3.50/hr.
Job #1419 Teaching Assistant
in North Park area. Assist chil
dren in kindergarten in reading,
math, and English. M-F 12:00l.AA «A £9 /k.

Two points of view
on student housing.
Park Villas

The Landlords

Landlords just can't figure why anyone
would buy when they can rent. After all,
owning a home is a big responsibility that
students can't possibly handle. Your life would
become undisciplined and chaotic without the
landlord's rules to live by. Your damage deposit
wouldn't be there waiting for you (without interest,
minus deductions) when you leave. Speaking of
leaving, when you rent you're free to pick up
and leave anytime the whim strikes you (or
your landlord). And how about the fun of
listening to your neighbors thru those thin
walls — on a good night you don't even
need a stereo for entertainment. All in
all, renting is better than buying (from the
landlord's point of view). It's the natural
order of things. Without renters like you, how
would landlords be able to buy their buildings? -x*

ParkViDas

Park Villas is dedicated to the proposition
that you'd rather invest in your future,
instead of the landlords. So, we've made it
possible to buy a home in Mission Valley for less
than it costs to rent. How? Simply by being fair,
rather than greedy. The down payment is low. Your
damage deposit could cover a lot of it (if you can
get it back). Monthly payments are low too.
Probably less than you're now paying to rent.
We give you a 4-year break to get you started.
With 8 7/8% the first year, graduating to
12 1/8% Annual Percentage Rate years 4 30. So you can start buying your home
before you can afford the payments. Prices
are very low. Starting at $49,990. And the homes
are really outstanding, situated in a true park
environment with clubhouses, pools and saunas.
In a few words, the difference between Park
Villas and an apartment is easy to measure. You
put a deed in your pocket instead of a hole.

WHERE YOU SPEND LESS THAN RENT TO OWN A HOME. PRICES START AT S49,900

Models open daily 10:00 to 6:00
Phone 619/299-0029
Prices & terms subject to change without notice.

SMISBf
DtVLOWS
SWKOTNC
ASSOOMtS

TYPICAL EXAMPLE: Based on cash price of 49,900 and
2.590 down; payments based on H%% first year. 9%%
second year. 10%% third year. 11%% remaining 27 years
will vary from JABS to *493 Add taxes and homeowners
dues.

Entertainment
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Movie Review

The Return of the Original Bond
By Paul Gordon
British Secret Service Agent
007 is back in Never Say Never
Again, and viewers are eagerly
flocking into theatres to see if
Sean Connery can still play the
par: of the heroic James Bond.
In Never Say Never Again the
villains are Spectre: Special Exe
cutors For Counterintelligence,
Terrorism, Revenge, and Extor
tion. Will Bond be able to stop
them?
It's a typical "Bond" plot, but
under the direction of Irvin
Kershner, (The Empire Strikes
Back), Never Say Never Again's
combination of humor, romance,
and espionage gives the Bond
genre a needed shot in the arm in
terms of fast paced action se
quences.
Connery is still acceptable at
playing Bond, even though his
hair is a little grayer. This is his
first Bond portrayal in the last
seven years (the more recent ones
have been played by Roger
Moore).
Not many people believed Nev
er Say Never Again could be made.
It has been said over and over
again in film history books that
Sean Connery would never play
the Bond role again. Despite the
predictions, all the stunts, special
effects, high speed action, and
Connery are back. James Bond
fans are sure to get a kick out of
this one.
Never Say Never Again is play
ing at Pacific's Center 3 Cinemas
and theatres throughout San Die
go.
Koyaanisqatsi ( Co-yanee-scot-

see), from the Hopi Indian lan
guage, meaning life out of bal
ance, is a new film without a plot.
Directed by Godrey Reggio, an
ex-Roman Catholic priest, Koy
aanisqatsi is a progression of imag
es presented in fast motion, slow
motion, and regular speed. The
film is similar to Fantasia because
it celebrates life in an abstract
format.
Cinematographer Ron Fricke
stretches the limits of the cine
matic medium, and with the help
of Reggio, he turns out a fresh
peice of cinema whic his a major
achievement to contemporary
filmmaking.
The theme of Koyaanisqatsi,
that the world is out of control, is
second hand to the sounds and
images presented. The music by
experimental composer Phillip
Glass adds a strongly dramatic
background, but at times the
volume is very high. If viewers
have sensitive ears, they might
consider bringing ear plugs along
with them to the theatre.
In the film, viewers witness
buildings collapsing, bombs ex
ploding, cars zooming on free
ways, and clouds racing over
mountain tops. Most of the visu
als are dizzying and beautiful, but
there are a few scenes which
appear pointless and boring. The
editing, by Alton Walpole, is
gret, and although the film took
seven years to produce, Francis
Ford Coppola madea smart move
when he picked Koyaanisqatsi to
distribute in the USA.
Koyaanisqatsi is currently play
ing at the Fine Arts Theatre in
Pacific Beach.

Museum

Art in Sixty
Seconds
By Kathleen P. Miller
The current exhibition featured
at the Museum of Photographic
Art, located in Balboa Park, is an
exciting presentation of the in
stant images produced by a rare
200 pound camera. The photo
graphs are a phenominal 20 x 24.
This rare camera is so enormous
that subjects must be presented
to it. One artist chose to take
pictures of swimmers, so she
supplied a mini pool in the studio.
"It's like taking a polaroid, but
in a much broader sense," in
formed Pablo Mason, a docent at
the museum. In fact, the results
are seen in just sixty seconds.
There is no waiting a week or two
for developing. This, of course,
requires the artists to premedi
tate their work, something often
times involving tremendous pre

paration. Mason explained that
six well-know western photo
graphers created their art in the
specially designed studio located
in the museum. Each artist had
two days and a limit of sixty pic
tures. While the artists were at
work, Mason took pictures of
them, which are shown as slides
as you enter the museum.
The huge camera traveled from
Massachusetts to the museum. It
was welcomed into a studio creat
ed by La Jolla Architect David
Singer. The modern facility in
cludes a bookstore, exhibition
space, workshops, and offices.
The exciting series presented by
Museum Director Arthur Oilman
changes October 16. You'll only
have two days to see this incredi
ble exhibit.

James Bond (Sean Connery) matches wits with his adversary Largo (Klaus Maria Brandauer)
at a video game of Domination in the latest 007 film "Never Say Never Again."

San Diego Film Festival
Highlights
by Paul Gordon
Every year, the La Jolla Muse
um of Modern Art sponsors an
International Film Festival. This
year the festival will feature a
variety of films from Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, Bri
tain, Italy, Mexico, Portugal,
Spain, Switzerland, and the USA.
One festival highlight is Paul
Morrissey's Forty Duece, based
on Alan Browne's 1981 play. It is
an underground comedy about
New York lowlife. The film
follows its characters through the
Big Apple as they meet up with
prostitutes, pimps, dope dealers
and criminals. Audiences will re
member Morrissey as the in
novative sixties filmmaker who
collaborated with Andy Warhol
on Frankenstein, Dracula, Trash,
and Heat. Forty Deuce will show
Friday, Oct. 21st, at 9:30 p.m.
For viewers who understand
Spanish, The Black Widow, by
Mexican surrealist Arturo Ripstein will be presented Saturday,
Oct. 22nd, at 1:00 p.m. without
English subtitles. Even if one
can't understand the dialogue,
The Black Widow will still be
interesting. Ripstein's style of
filmmaking is fascinating, remi
niscent of Mexico's Louis Bunuel,
whom Ripstein assisted on The
Exterminating Angel. Ripstein's
other masterpieces of surrealist
cinema include Castle of Purity,

La Tia Alajendra, and Cadena
Perpetua.
The best film of the 5th San
Diego International Film Festival is
Lindsay Anderson's Brittania
Hospital, which will play 9:30
p.m., Oct. 24th. Director Ander
son's new film is a follow-up to
his earlier films If and O'Lucky
Man, which both satirized British
institutions. While the first two
films were aimed at public schools
and capitalist establishment, his
new film deals with rebellion
against hospitals, as suggested by
the title. It stars Malcom Mc
dowell as a reporter snooping
around a large metropolitan hos
pital, looking for foul play.
Italian filmmaker Marco Bellochio's violent portrait of insan
ity, Leap Into The Void, will have
its San Diego premiere Oct. 26th,
at 7:00 p.m. The film is about a
middle aged brother and sister
locked in a deadly relationship.
Bellochio's filmic style follows in
the tradition of Fellini, Passolini,
Visconti and Antonioni.
On the next day, Oct. 27th,
the museum will have The State
Of Things, a new film by the
German expressionist filmmaker
Wim Wenders. Wenders' film is
about the struggles of a low bud
get film company, and if it's
anything like his earlier film, The
American Friend, viewers won't
be disappointed. The State Of

Things will play at 9:30 p.m.
The following day, another
movie by Wenders entitled Hammet, will play at 7:00 p.m. Oct.
28th. Set in the 1920's, Hammet
deals with a detective character
caught up in a web of intrigue in
San Francisco.
Android, a low budget Ameri
can sci-fi, starring Klaus Kinski,
will play Oct. 29th at9:30 p.m. It
concerns a mad scientist who
creates women and children
robots. From what I heard, the
film borrows ideas from Fritz
Lang's Metropolis.
Besides the other films pre
sented by Festival Director Greg
Kahn, which include Eric
Rohmer's The Aviator's Wife,
Matthew Chapman's Stranger's
Kiss, and Carlos Saura's Carmen,
many celebrities who worked on
the production of these and other
films will appear in person.
Among those attending will be
Paul Morrissey, French film
maker Claude Miller, inde
pendent outcast Robert Young,
and various scriptwriters and
other filmmakers. Special wine
and cheese receptions will take
place before and after some of
the screenings.
Tickets for all programs are
available through the La Jolla
Museum of Contemporary Art.
The festival number is 454-9400.
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Entertainment
Less Than Perfect

Study Break
in Lark
Waitresses serve drinks to the
By Michelle Rivera
The Lark is sponsoring a new students. "So far the Zeta's and
activity for the student body Alpha Delta Pi sororities have
called "Study Break." Lark Direc been helping serve drinks—at this
tor Tom Ash has set up the Lark point we are flexible to who helps
for student entertainment every out," said Ash.
U.S.D. security guards also
other Thursday. Food, alcohol,
soft drinks, and a show are offered contribute to operating study
to students from 10:00-12:00 break. They walk around making
sure I.D.-checking is enforced
midnight.
"There have been complaints and no additional alcohol is
that nothing goes on at U.S.D. brought inside.
Well, this gives students a chance
to relax and have a few beers in a
The entertainment ranges from
way that's sanctioned by the live music to comedy. "We want
school," said Ash.
to appeal to student tastes and
The money supporting study wants," said Ash. The entertain
break was proposed and passed ment provided at the last study
in the A.S.B. budget early this break was a band entitled "I
summer. The cost per event is DON'T KNOW." The band
$500, averaging$3.50 per person offered the top 40 hits and really
with the attendance of 100-150 brought the audience alive. A.S.B.
students.
officers and volunteers help or
Any student is allowed en ganize the new activity.
trance into the Lark, but he or
"We prefer not to heavily
she must be 21 years old with a publicize study break. We really
valid identification in order to be don't want it to turn into a beer
served alcohol. After showing bash. It's just something to do
I.D. a person is given three cou
before you go to bed—it's an
pons, which they present to a alternative of going off campus.
waitress in exchange for beer or If things don't get out of hand we
wine. At this time no more than should have no problem with the
three coupons are allowed per present policy of serving alco
person.
hol," concluded Ash.
I

Free Scoop of Ice Cream
With Purchase Of Any Big Olaf!
a Giant Sundae in a Cone
^
(With Coupon)
1

Try our Salads in Rye Crisp Tubs
or a delicious Bagel Dog

Exp. 10-20-83
I

I

7608 Linda Vista Rcf.
AT MESA COLLEGE DR.
(Behind Square Pan Pizza)
Open 7 Days 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

by Danielle Popp
When only 16 people showed
up in Camino Theatre on Oct. 6
to watch the opening night pre
sentation of "Barefoot in the
Park," it is doubtful that the
play's cast and crew were overly
enthusiastic. In fact, it was pro
bably much like a dress rehearsal
for them, which may explain why
the performance was less than
perfect.
Of course, the size of the audi
ence cannot be totally blamed for
how opening night went. How
ever, since laughter is essential in
making a good comedy work, it
must have been awfully difficult
for the actors to perform in front
of an almost empty theater. When
there was laughter, it was barely
audible.
The play itself is a good one,
written by one of the best, Neil
Simon. It is a romantic comedy
about a newlywed couple, Paul
and Corie Bratter, who have re
cently moved into a tiny oneroom apartment in New York
City in 1963. After less than two
weeks of married life, they realize
that maybe they are not meant to
be together after all and they
begin to consider getting a di
vorce.
Corie, played by Adrienne

O'Hara, is an impulsive, freespirited blonde who thinks that
her lawyer husband, played by
Bill Mitchell, is too proper and
dignified because he always says
and does the right thing. As she
tells him in an argument, "You
wouldn't even walk barefoot in
the park with me."
O'Hara played a fairly good
role as the young wife, although
she seemed to take being naive a
little too far. After a while, it was
difficujt to take her seriously
with her squeaky voice, head
tilts, and constant wiggle.
As the husband, Mitchell bal
anced out the couple, being more
responsible and mature. One of
his best scenes, was when he
came home drunk, trying to prove
to his wife that he could be crazy.
The supporting actors deserve
a lot of credit for holding up the
play. Gloria Blanco, for instance,
did an excellent job as Mrs. Banks,
Corie's mother, although she did
not look like a mother at all.
With her darker looks, it was
especially hard to imagine her as
a parent of blonde Corie. Jimmy
Anklesaria also made a great per
formance as Victor Valesco, the
Bratter's next door neighbor who
was a middle-ages bachelor. He

proved to be a talented actor, and
also displayed a very convincing
Hungarian accent.
Perhaps the play would have
appeared better had the sets been
more professional. Reminiscent
of high school plays, this set
looked like it would fall apart at
any time. Although their apart
ment was supposed to be in sad
shape, this was going a little too
far. For example, the .doors did
not stay shut by themselves, the
telephone almost fell off the wall,
a mirror was made by drawing on
a chalkboard, the telephone ring
sounded like a bicycle bell, and
the lights would come on about
30 seconds after the switch was
hit.
However, despite some exag
gerated acting, off casting, and
sad sets, the play was quite enter
taining. In the typical Neil Simon
style, the characters and circum
stances were real enough so that
the audience could relate to them,
but they were also exaggerated to
make us laugh. Thus, when we
laughed at Paul and Corie arguing
about something as trivial as
whether Paul was crazy enough to
walk barefoot in the park, it
makes us wonder if maybe we do
that sometimes, too.

How to Beat the Dating Game
By Amy Earley
"How to Beat The Dating Game
or Maybejust Understand It," is
the first event of the Women's
Program Series. The series begins
Sunday, October 16, at 10:15
a.m. in DeSales Cafeteria. Brunch
will be served at 9:00 and meal
cards will be honored.
"How to Beat the Dating
Game" will be a panel/discussion
event. A panel of 11 USD male
students'will answer questions
on various issues. Topics such as
the "independent woman,"
"money," "long-distance rela
tionships," and "girlfriends: to

have or have not?" The men
chosen from each class for the
panel are: Seniors—Dean Markus
and Steve Callaway; Juniors—
Shawn Delaney and Matt
Sheahan; Sophomores—Bill
Dyer, Andy Shriver and Treak
Tasker; Freshmen—Mike Histon
and Chris Rossi; Two graduate
students will also be on the panel.
Andy Basque will be the modera
tor. Heading up the series Mary
Powers, resident director for
phase B, feels "the men are sensi
tive to the issues. It should be
very informative!"
Have you noticed here at USD

that if you date someone three or
four times people consider you a
couple? Or do you find your
expectations of "college dating"
are not being met? Are you sitting
home on weekends? These ques
tions and issues will be covered at
this event. There will be time for
questions from the audience.
Both men and women are wel
come.
The Phase B Women's Program
Board is sponsoring "How to
Beat The Dating Game," the first
of a series. With a large turn-out
expected, it should be interesting
and fun.
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Entertainment
Coffee, Tea, or a Little Jazz
by Allyson Miller
On Wednesday, October 5 at
12:00 noon, in Serra Hall's Stu
dent Union, typical deliconnoisseurs were in for a rather
pleasant surprise. The usual colle
giate conversations concerning
religion, politics and, of course,
teachers were kept to a quiet
murmur. Eyes were intently
focused on the hustling of several
men on the stage. These men
were the members of a very astute
jazz band. They call themselves
"The Bruce Cameron, Hollis
Gentry Ensemble."
"I am the second best bass
player on the face of the earth,"
boasts Mark Hunter, a member
of the ensemble. Mark, who has
been playing the bass for 10
years, had belonged to other
groups before. He found this
band to be the most fulfilling,
and the most rewarding for him.
He calls the style of music that he
plays "jazz-fusion."
The permanent drummer of

the group, Kelly Jocoy, was un
able to perform Wednesday, so a
two-year stand-in, Gary Nieves,
was given the honor of beating
the drums.
The back-bone of the band is
Bruce Cameron. Bruce has had
25 years of experience in bands.
He plays not one instrument, but
three, including the trumpet,
coronet, and the flugel horn.
After belonging to several differ
ent bands earlier in his career,
Bruce decided to branch out on
his own, and form his own group.
During his years of recruiting the
best, most confident jazz musi
cians, he stumbled upon Hollis
Gentry. Hollis is a genius in the
field of music. His knowledge
and expertise have awarded him
with a prominent role in the
Ensemble.
W ith such an array of talented
musicians, it is not at all surprising
to find that the audience reacted
to the group's performance with
a great deal of praise. The louder

the music, the stronger the ap
plause. The crowd seemed to
enjoy the change from the deli's
usual quick-paced atmosphere.
The music gave many a sense of
relaxation to momentarily escape
the pressures of school life.
Bruce Cameron stated, "My
main goal is to try to make the
audience become dedicated jazz
fans. I want them to be able to
escape to the world (in which the
artists are able to attain) during a
show. When we are able to
achieve that, we know that we
have jazz fans for life." Jazz fans
for life, he just may have made.
If you would like to listen to
the BruceCameron, Hollis Gentry
Ensemble again or for the first
time, they will be at Bunbury's in
Mira Mesa, Thursdays through
Saturdays. In November, they
will be at the old P.B. Cafe on
weekends. Be sure to drop by if
you are interested in some good,
solid, progressive jazz.
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Question of the Week
Question by Carol Damon
Photographs by Andy Wasa

Question: If you compared yourself with another
person who would it be and why?

Noelle Chartier
Junior
Biology
"Joan Rivers, because she makes
fun of people."

Andy Shriver
Sophomore
"Bill Cosby, because I agree,
COKE is it."

Troubled Airwaves
By Rich Pietras
Radio airwaves today are clut
tered with thousands of mono
tonous, overplayed tunes just
waiting to invade the homes of
radio listeners and distort their
speakers. Fierce competition be
tween rock radio stations has
produced almost identical pro
gramming and limited variety for
the listener.
Recently, my hope for San
Diego radio was restored. A very
open minded D.J. decided to slip
in something new between the
millionth play of "Every Breath
You Take" and a DOW stereo
commercial. What 1 heard really
surprised me because I thought
that white Blues/Rock (with the
exception of George Thorogood)

had died. The "new" sound was
that of Stevie Ray Vaughan and
Double Trouble.
Stevie Ray Vaughan may be
new to the west coast, but he has
been entertaining Texan fans for
the past ten years. His new album,
Texas Flood, is receiving respect
able airplay here but is enjoying
far greater success in Los Angeles.
The band's career was on the
verge of'taking off" when David
Bowie featured Vaughan's guitar
on his "Let's Dance" album.
Bowie was impressed enough to
include Vaughan and Double
Trouble on his U.S. tour, but a
contract dispute negated the deal.
Bowie's management wanted to
control and limit all publicity for
Texas Flood and pay Vaughan and

Travel
YOUR COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE
AND AIRLINE TICKET OFFICE
INSTANTLY CONFIRMED COMPUTERIZED
AIR. CAR AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
BOARDING PASSES
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARES* FROM SAN DIEGO TO:
Denver
$160.00
Boston
379.00
New Yorfc
379.00
Chicago
299.00
'restrictions apply

SPECIALISTS IN MEXICO AND HAWAII

295-0202

No Service Charge

5103 LINDA viaTA ROAD
next to Presidio
Free Parking
USD I.D. number lor check acceptance
Next to Presidio Liquor

Double Trouble an insulting$300
a concert. Needless to say, the
band did not join the Bowie tour.
Despite the Bowie incident,
Texas Flood is enjoying excep
tional success on the record
charts. The album consists of six
Vaughan songs and four remakes
done with original flare. "Pride
and Joy" receives the majority of
the album's airplay, even though
the song does not fully exhibit
Vaughan's fantastic guitar skills.
Texas Flood ranks as one of the
best debut albums ever released.
Everything is done natural, or
"real" as Vaughan says. There
are no overdubs or "advanced"
electronics, just a bass, drums
and a guitar. In a musical period
where a majority of songs contain
synthesizers and various elec
tronic devices as the main in
struments, Vaughan and Double
Trouble are a breath of fresh air.

Concert
Calendar
Oct. 13 Isley Brothers and
the Command Performance at
the Fox Theatre.
Oct. 19 Little River Band at
the Fox Theatre.
Oct. 22 Michael McDonald
and the Michael Stanley Band at
the SDSU Open Air Amphi
theatre.
Oct. 24,25,26 Neil Diamond
at the Sports Arena.
Oct. 27 TheTemptationsand
the Four Tops at the Fox Theatre.
Oct. 29 A1 DiMeola, John
McLaughlin, and Paco Lucia at
SDSU Amphitheatre.

Robin Randall
Senior
Political Science
"Sandra Day O'Connor, because
she uses her sex to get into the
highest positions."

Bryan Toner
Senior
Comics
"James Watt (soon to be former
Secretary of the Interior) because
I've often worked with Jews,
Blacks, Women, and Cripples
while working on off shore oil
rigs, listening to the Beach Boys."

Tim Durnin
Sophomore
Political Science
Teddy Roosevelt, because he
speaks softly and carries a big
stick."
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San Diego Scene

Profile

A Glance At Krishna Direction
Perhaps you have seen them
asking for alms in the affluent La
Jolla area. Or you have noticed
them playing their drums and
cymbals in downtown San Diego.
It is even possible that they have
approached you as you waited
for your luggage at the airport.
It is the saffron- robed men and
women of the Hare Krishna sect
that I refer to. And they are not a
phenomena particular to this area.
They are a world-wide movement
with temples, schools, and insti
tutes in many major cities.
Journeying from India to
America in 1965, Srila Prabhupada landed in New York City
and started up the Krishna Con
sciousness movement. The first
temple was in the city's Lower
East Side in the Greenwich Village
scene. Since its conception, the
movement has spread across this
country and many other counties.
The closest temple in our area is
in Pacific Beach on Grand Ave. It
was there that a group of some 60
students went last week in order
to gain some insight to these
chanting strangers.
It has been an on-going event
in Dr. Del win Schneider's religion
classes that the students visit the
Krishna temple. After arriving at
the temple, the Krishna wor
shippers appeared quite happy to
have the students there. It pro
vided them with an opportunity
to explain their ways, beliefs and
rituals.
Greeted at the door, we were
directed where to leave our shoes.

as they were not allowed in the
main room. Proceeding to that
room, the students took their
places on cushions on the floor,
facing a type of stage with curtains
and bars across the front. The
room itself was a bit of a surprise,
as the outside of the building was
unassuming stucco, yet the room
inside was an affair of colors and
gold leaf.
Dinner was served to us by ten
of the members. A completely
vegetarian meal, there was fried
eggplant, curried stew, and dill
rice. For desert they served rich
carob squares and a dish called
halvah, which was chopped rice
mixed with oranges, bananas and
raisins. All of the food was full of
flavor and served in generous
portions. We were told that they
serve dinner every night to all
who care to join them, and Sun
day is their feast day with a
standing open invitation to the
public.
After dinner was cleared, mem
bers of the temple pulled back
the curtains and the iron bars in
front of the stage, revealing their
altar with figurines of their deities,
most prominently that of
Krishna. All were adorned with
flower garlands. As some mem
bers began to play instruments,
another lit incense as homage to
the benevolently smiling figures
of the gods.
Their song was the familiar
chant of "Hare Krishna, Hare
Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Hare,
Hare; Hare Rama, Hare Rama,

Our side

Rama, Rama, Hare, Hare." They
invited all to sing along with
them, but only a handful of the
visitors chose to do so. In the
meantime, the devotees were
playing their music louder and
louder, fasteT and faster, and
began dancing through the crowd.
Finally, the music built to a cres
cendo as the members reached
what was called being "intoxi
cated with Krishna." After that
plateau was reached they ceased

their singing and dancing, turning
their attention again to their visi
tors.
A wide-screen T.V. was rolled
forward, outfitted with a video
player, for the viewing of a short
film about the life of a Hare
Kirshna devotee.
In the course of the film, I
learned about their schooling pro
grams, their self-sustaining farm
communities and their publishing
and video concerns.

What followed next wasa ques
tion and answer period. The
members seemed quite frank and
willing to answer any questions
fielded by the group. This exem
plified the evening overall, as the
devotees seemed quite eager and
welcomed the show of interest
on part of the visiting group,
affording them a chance to explain
who and what they are, where
they originated, and what direc
tion they want to go in.

Say "I do" to
Zales diamond
wedding specials!
Solitaires, bridal sets, wedding
bands, duos, trios — Zales has
them all. Many are even
marked at savings of 20% to
25% off their original prices.
And at Zales we offer conve
nient credit and a 90-day
refund policy, so ask for details.

WIN AN
ENCHANTED
WEDDING!
All-expense-paid grand prize
includes:
• Wedding on the Queen Mary
or in your hometown, coor
dinated by a "Bride's Maga
zine" consultant.
• Honeymoon trip on the
Orient Express.
• $10,000 Zales jewelry
wardrobe.
14 additional prizes:
• 7-Day Caribbean cruise.
Air transportation courtesy of
American Airlines. No purchase necessary,
void where prohibited. Sweepstakes ends
Oct. 31. Ask for details at any Zales.
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Emergency clinics offer quick, low-cost
medical care.
Hospital emergency rooms offer the
quality and security of a hospital medical staff.
But now you don't have to choose be
tween them.
Introducing Medistat. We're different
from both emergency clinics and other hospi
tal emergency rooms... in some important ways

There's a hospital
behind everything do.
Medistat is the
minor emergency
service in Mission
Bay Hospital. In
fact, the hospital is
right down the hall.
An emergency de
partment physician
will treat your
problem, so you are
assured of getting excellent medical care.
And, if it turns out you need a hospital, you're
already there.
With emergency clinics, you'd have to go
to a hospital located somewhere else.

Medistat is open 24 hours a day
every dayofthe^ear
Because that's when minor emergencies
happen. Just walk in anytime, without
an appointment. You'll be treated
promptly and courteously at Medistat.

¥>uU also be treatedwdl by the bill.
When payment is made by cash,
check or major credit card at time of service,
charges are comparable to those you'd pay at
an emergency clinic. But at Medistat you're
getting hospital quality medical care.
So when you have a minor emergency,
think of Medistat at
Mission Bay Hos
pital. We're the
minor emergency
service with some
major differences.
MISSION BAY
HOSPITAL

BUNKER HILL ST,

MlSSION\
BAY OR

TM

MGDISP\T
A minor emergency service ol

Mission Ray Hospital,3030 Bunker Hill Sr.
San Die»>, CA 92109 (619) 274-7721
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Letters to the Editor
Writer
Responds

Crew
Cheerleaders

Dear Editor:
This letter is 111 response to the
malicious attacks made upon my
character by two young men on
this campus, Avis and Andy.
These fellows made numerous
comments that 1 feel should be
addressed.
Come on you guys, 1 take
enough abuse from the girls on
the Women's Crew team. What
prompted a couple of nice guys
like you to sit down and, without
first educating yourselves on the
issues, write such a letter.
First of all. the article you so
cleverly refer to as sexist, is not in
the least bit so. It merely is a pro
file, on the new crew coach, who
happens to coach men's crew.
What could be simpler to see.
Second, you inquired as to
why athletes had to submit arti
cles written by themselves for
publication. The fact is, this is a
standard policy with the VISTA
staff due to a shortage of sports
writers. If you "dudes" are such
avid followers of "Women's
Crew," may I suggest your time
could be spent more construc
tively writing sports articles than
letters to the editor.
Finally, your snide remarks
("supposedly cool dudes rowing
crew) were hardly necessary. If
it's me you are unhappy with,
why take it out on those cool
crew dudes?
In the future, please educate
yourselves before voicing opin
ions and find someplace else to
voice you militant feminist re
marks. Not on our fair USD
campus. Thank you.
Dedicated to all sports,
Ed deMerlier

Dear Editor,
I would like to applaud Mr.
Vince Kasperick's grand idea of
Crew Cheerleaders. What a
splendid concept!!!1 do have one
suggestion—unisex cheerleaders.
Just think of those chick and
chick dude cheerleaders cheering
on the hard working boy and girl
rowers. The face that the rowers
wouldn't even hear the cheer
leaders' spirited voices out on the
bay wouldn't matter to the row
ers. But, if it bothered Vince,
perhaps he would consider or
ganizing a synchronized swimming
squad that could actually swim
alongside the racing shells!
My mind swells with joy as I
think of the endless possibilities
which exist for the dudes and
chick dudes of U.S.D. to express
their school spirit.
Once again my thanks to Vince
for his creative genius.
The spirited Eileen A. Tumlin

Goal Is
Common
Dear Ms. Schell,
After reading your response to
our article, Andy Basque and 1
realized that all of us were de
fending special and sensitive areas
of our lives that we have made
commitments toand seriousdedi
cation which resulted in our
abrupt and harsh actions and
words.
However, after being able to
release our frustrations that stem
from articles written last year
( not only the Sept. 22 article), we
were more willing to hear the

"behind the scenes" side. By
reading your response article,
more than a few times, we see
that all of us are working towards
the same goal and Andy and 1 are
glad to hear of this accomplish
ment by the Vista, especially the
sports staff. It's about time
women and their sports get some
credit!!
We see your point in our gen
eralization in our article 2 weeks
ago. We should not of attacked
the entire sports staff since Mr.
deMurlier(sic) was the responsi
ble writer of these articles we
were speaking about. Unfortu
nately his writings and articles do
reflect your entire staff.
In concluding, we want to wish
you and your staff the best of
luck in your goal of representing
all sports in the Vista.
We are behind you in your
sincere efforts!
Avis Reinicke
Andy Basque

articles for the Vista.
Joseph Kingfish

Fighting
Back
Dear Ms. Editor,
I would like to address in par
ticular, Vince Kasperick's letter
concerning Crew Cheerleaders.
(Vista October 6, 1983)
In the first place Mr. Kasperick,
if you are, "fighting for justice"
why is it that only the, "men put
a great deal of hours into this
sport"? I would like to emphasize
that both the men's and the

women's teams put a great deal of
time into it.
If the men deserve "chicks" to
cheer them on, then the women
deserve "dudes" to cheer them
on.
Crew is a very traditional sport.
Cheerleades are not a part of
Crew's tradition. I'm sure that
both teams would be more than
happy to have their peers come
out to their races to support and
cheer them on. So, Vince let's
concentrate on getting thestudent
body out as a whole to support
both teams. Not as particular
groups, be they male or female.
Fighting back for justice
Backsplash

More
Cheerleaders
Dear Editor,
1 would like to comment on
Mr. Kasperick's suggestions
(Crew Cheerleaders) to Amos
and Andy (Sexism in the Vista).
These gals obviously possess
plenty of energy and a command •
of the English language. Kasper
ick's proposal to Amos and Andy
to become cheerleaders are quite
foolish since U.S.D. already has a
group of girls recognized as the
cheerleaders. I propose that the
gals redirect their energies and
talk to Father Cahill about estab
lishing a Women's Crew team.
This way the ladies can have their
own team and write their own

HOUR SERVICE
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Contact lenses,
examination, patient
training, follow up,
chemical care Kit
and fitting.
EXTEMDED WEAR
LEM5E5 OMLY $295.00

Dr. Robert Heller

Dr. Edward Piatt

Pashion Valley Center
260 fashion Valley Rd
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San Diego, CA 92108
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CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
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Orwell Series: Professors Publish Manuscript
By Michael Berman

Insight, prophesy, and moral
vision: Critical Essays on Geroge
Orwell is the title of the soon to
be released journal by eight pro
fessors here at USD.
The idea for the journal was
first formulated three or four
years ago when a few teachers
were sitting around the Philo
sophy department and decided
to write a collective volume on
George Orwell's 1984. Since 1984
was only a few years away, the
idea seemed apropos. The pro
fessors asked Dr. Rohatyn to edit
it. From them on Dr. Rohatyn
acted as editor for the journal.
Dr. Rohatyn then solicited pap
ers from various departments.
What they ended up with was a
series by eight teachers; five from
the Philosophy department and
three from the Social Sciences
department. The journal is actu
ally a collection of eight essays,
all of which deal with some aspect
of 1984.
The first chapter is entitled
"Orwell's Text." This section
was done by Michael F. Wagner
and John Donnelly. There are
two parts to this chapter which
are entitled "Understanding
1984" and "Winston and Julia."
Donnelly's essay examines the
relationship between Julia and
Winston. He confronts the ques
tion of how the major characters
define their lives. Love in Ocea
nia is considered a crime. Since
Julia and Winston have an affair
they are perpetrators of this crime.
Donnelly discussed the idea that
"double-think serves as a ban
dage - it lessons or deadens the

pain. It hides truth in a way that
permits one to go on living, at
least temporarily." "This is the
situatin Julia and Winston are
living in. They know they are liv
ing a lie, but as long as they hold
their defiant insight there is still
hope both for them and humanity.
Section Two is entitled "Or
well's Concepts." This includes
two essays, one by H. E. Baber
(Brainwashing) and one by Rev.
James McGray (Negative Utopias
and Utilitarianism.)
Baber's section is an examina
tion of the word brainwashing
what it means to us, and how we
define it. She begins the essay
with a factual review of the con
cept of brainwashing during the
1950's, then offers a logical dis
section and practical definition.
The problem encountered is that
brainwashing is a general word
that is often misused. The actual
definition offered by the New
World Dictionary is "to indoctinate so intensely and thoroughly
as to effect a radical transforma
tion of beliefs and mental atti
tudes." What Baber tries to do is
offer a definition that does jus
tice to all relevant cases and ex
cludes the cases that are wrongly
tabled brainwashing. Baber relates
the brainwashing done in 1984
to our own society. She cites the
example of deprogramming a cult
member by their family. Are not
deprogrammers using the same
techniques as the programmers
but to achieve different ends?
This question offers insight into
the modern problem encountered
in defining brainwashing. Baber's
handling of this subject ends on a

Soroka's essay is an elabora
solemn note, much like the end
tion of the fluctuations that con
of the book.
McGray's essay entitled "Neg cepts have undergone through
ative Utopias and Utilitarianism" out history. He cites examples of
argues that "enslavement of hu concepts (Physics, Infinity) that
manity does not follow from the have undergone metamorphosis.
Benthic Calculus, but constitutes The question that Soroka poses
an abuse of utility, whose rational is "whether developments in con
expectation of succeeding is vir temporary society make Demo
tually nil." McGray discusses util cracy an obsolete and out-moded
itarianism and offers a treatment term, which social scientists
of the conditions for democratic would do well to disregard." The
participation in the decision mak changes in Democracy over the
ing. He offers an interesting form last 200 years is discussed. Sor
of utilitarianism that is different oka not only discussed the chang
than what is commonly thought. es "democracy" has undergone
This essay also includes an exam but also the expectations we hold
in it. Democracy is described by
ination of anti-utopianism.
Section three entitled "Orwells its adversaries as elitist, authorit
Science" is by Dr. James Hottois arian and bureaucratic. What is
and Dr. Michael P. Soroka. Their also depicted here is how we are
essays are entitled "The Mass different than Orwell's 1984, but
Media and Political Illiteracy; that we should still be cautious
George Orwell and the means of and not dismiss 1984 as hyper
control in 1984." and " Big Broth- bolic.
Section four is the combined
er and Beyond; the prospects for
political Democracy in the Post- efforts of Virginia L. Muller's
"Orwell and Gandhi: The Future
1984 Era."
Hottois describes Orwell's fic of Non-Violence" and Dennis
titious society of 1984 then dir Rohatyn's "politics and the Hu
ectly relates it to many of the atti man Essence."
Muller's essay explains Orwell's
tudes in America today. He ex
plains that the techniques used respect toward Gandhi. Gandhi
by Big Brother are not as obvious was admired by Orwell because
and profound as in the novel, but he "practiced what he preached."
instead operate on a more subtle Unlike the verbal contemporary
level causing the same effects. reactinist of Orwell's era Gandhi
The key difference is that we are was willing to die for what he
self-enslaved. This is a natural believed in. Even though Orwell
consequence of all the factors admired Gandhi, he mistrusted
which go to make up and define his ideas because he did not regard
the functions of society and gov them as universal.
Rohatyn examines the politics
ernments role within it. Hottois
solution to this problem is an in 1984. Orwell's 1984 served as
"academic involvement in the an exaggeratin of a condition
designed to illuminate the condi
problems of people."
tion in which human degradation
can go and still survive. Rohatyn
takes 1984 one step further and

THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES
A GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Harold Greenwald, Ph.D., President

Invites inquiries from serious professionals for a rigorous, innovative graduate
program offering M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY.
Our graduates qualify for licensing in the State of California, both as PSY
CHOLOGISTS and/or as Marriage, Family and Child Therapists.
A distinguished faculty of experienced psychologists offers classes specifically
designed for working professionals. Classes are held in the evenings and on
weekends throughout California and special formats hve been set up to accom
modate out-of-state students. Recent faculty lecturers have included such recog
nized authorities as George Bach, Albert Ellis, Nathaniel Brandon, Erv and
Miriam Polster and Zerka Moreno.

For further information - call or write to:
THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
2425 San Diego Ave., San Diego, CA 92110
Phone (619) 296-4472
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flirts with an end-of-the-world
fantasy. Rohatyn states "Orwell's
reflection on the value of life
helps us see what constitutes a
life of value."
The journal is due to be pub
lished in a special edition some
time in December by a publish
ing company called Cogito. The
journal will be available for pur
chase by libraries and individu
als. The publishing company offi
cially appointed Dr. Rohatyn as
guest editor for this issue. The
authors of the journal appeared
in a five part television series on
Cox Cable in late May, which
will be repeated in December.
The show was entitled "On The
Road To 1984" and is available
in the media center for viewing.
Dr. Rohatyn will be going to
Ohio to present a papier on Orwell
at the "On the road to 2019"
convention. Many of the profes
sors involved in the journal are
spieaking at various conferences.
With 1984 approaching, many
books and journals are appearing
on the novel 1984. What separ
ates this journal from the rest is
that it is first one written by phi
losophers. In the past, this sub
ject was chiefly handled by Eng
lish, history and political science
expierts. This journal is well writ
ten and orchestrated. One does
not need to be an expert in any
particular field to appreciate the
combined effortsof our esteemed
professors who have published
this very interesting and unique
journal.

: ZIP_

current address.
_state_
-telephone (

)-
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Toreras Victors
In USIU Match

The USD women's volleyball
team defeated USIU Friday night,
October 5, in an exciting fivegame match (14-16, 15-8, 5-15,
15-13, 15-7). After losing to
USIU twice last year in five-game
matches, the Toreras had an allout team effort Friday night to
claim victory over the cross- town
rival Gulls.
During the first game, the
Toreras had USIU down 14-8
but the Gulls came back to win.
Veronica Vele: served seven
straight points to make the score
13-6 for the lead over USIU, but
USD could only score one more
point to eventually lose the game.
The ball seesawed back and
forth during the beginning of the
second game, until Michele
Rehrig brought the Toreras from
behind to take the lead over the
Gulls by one (8-7). USIU was
able to score only one more poirn
as USD won 15-8.
The Toreras' timing ani
rhythm were off as the Gulls
stormed back to win the third
game 15-5. USIU was down by
one point (3-4), when they took
the lead by scoring five straight
points (8-4); a lead they never
relinquished.
Seemingly having fallen apart
during the fourth game, the
Toreras were down by seven
points (6-13), when Gina
Trapletti served for five points to
bring USD to within two (1113). Lori Robarge served out the
hard fought game for USD's win
(15-13) with good serving and
excellent blocking and passing by
the Toreras.
The Toreras won the fifth game
with outstanding serving, includ
ing two aces by Robarge. The
USD team never gave up the lead
as they won 15-7.
The win over USIU was a
complete team effort with out
standing performances also con-

IM Bowl
Still On!
It's not too late! We know
exactly what you are thinking.
You wanted badly to sign up for
tomorrow's midnight bowling
tournament, but you forgot. Now
the entry deadline has passed and
you think that you had better
make other plans for Friday night.
Well, think again! The IM de
partment doesn't want anybody
to miss this event, and to make
sure that you don't, we have ex
tended the entry deadline until
10:00 p.m. tonight. Whether you
already have a team (two men,
two women) or want tosign up as
an individual, run, don't walk, to
the Sports Center now!! Don't
miss out on the FUN!!

tributed by Marcia McEvers,
Cindy Wheat, Randi Tallman,
Lisa Maner, Kim Crawford and
Ellen Silver.
The USD team was no match
for UCSD the following after
noon as USD was defeated at
UCSD (7-15, 4-15, 15-11, 415). Coach Jim Martin stated
that "UCSD played very well.
They were very steady in serving
and digging. We never got in the
match. We could never get our
rhythm going."
The Toreras' next three
matches will be on the road.
USD meets Cal State Los Angeles
October 15 at 7:30 p.m. then
travels to San Francisco to meet
Santa Clara on October 20 and
University of San Francisco on
October 21.

Soccer Goes Down Fighting
by John Sanford
On Wed., Oct. 5, USD's men's
soccer team was shutout 0-6 by
University of Nevada Las Vegas
on their home field. "We went
down fighting, but our mistakes
hurt us," commented Coach Seamus McFadden. This makes the
overall record 0-11 and the con
ference record 0-4. From the
beginning, the Toreros had to
struggle to get control of the ball.
They had trouble with man-onman challenges and the ball was
taken away from them more than
a few times during the game.
UNLV broke through theToreras' defense with a goal that was
brought back on a penalty. That
was followed by a goal scored in
the confusion of players crowded
around the goal, all trying to get

Rugby Opens With
A Winner
As the Ruggers assembled on rookies were Craig Carlisle and
that muggy, miserable Saturday John Savino. The overly modest
morning, our hopes for fielding a " Alvin, the Chipmunk" Carlisle
somewhat sober entourage look wouldn't confess that he was the
ed dismal. The casualties of Friday first to score, (so neither will
night's tribute to Dionysus had anyone else). Seriously, Craig lost
taken its toll. The remnants ar his virginity in his first game of
rived staggered—few and far Rugby ("virginity"—slang Rugby
between. Mama, in his usual term for a player's first score).
maternal manner, administered Savino was by far the most cour
harsh reprimands and the tradi ageous of the rookies.
tional curative measures. Slug
gishly, a complete but tardy lot of
In the two second period games
40 Ruggers got underway with all USD's other rookies made strong
the speed of the "seven year defensive showings. Among these
itch." Four of our Ruggers were were Matt "the human neck"
ambushed at the Marine's outer Adler, John Altanbern, and Dondefense perimeter—the base check nan "the Barbarian" Garcia. One
point. They mentioned something of the other heroes of the day was
about outlawed guerilla warfare. an extraordinary large mercenary
That meant we could not suit up we recruited from Zimbabwe,
the guerillas.
Paul Clinton. The score? I asked
The actual game began with someone about that. The answers
the usual pomp prior to a Napo varied from "it's rude to count,"
leonic battle. There were wild to "I believe it was a tie...three
screams from the Rugger Huggers kegs a piece." In terms of casual
as USD quickly drew first-blood. ties, we won. We lost young
Our veterans inspired the young John; but, they lost two drill
recruits to great feats of bodily sergeants, "an officer, and a
sacrifice. The standout offensive gentleman."

The Croquet Crew
The Mallet Assoc. was blessed
with a beautiful day last Sunday
for croquet. Members joined in
one of the friendliest games yet
this semester. The official rules
also shed a new light on the game.
Mike Davis immediately took
the lead and found no threats
until Theresa Apodaca sacrificed
four plays in hot pursuit of the
leader. Her efforts were greatly
appreciated by the other players
(as they crept along the course)
though they offered little ob
struction to his win. Mike Histon
followed Davis closely and

claimed second as Paul Kosen
snuck in behind him for third.
A few notes: We're ready for
your kill Carmela Carr! Theresa,
great form! What patience Cindy
Beezley has for this sport. Emily
will give lessons on how to
"jump" a wicket next week.
Vince, glad you can make it!
(Thanks to P.K.'s wake-up ser
vice! )
Next Sunday's games will be
special ones, please come! Also,
yearbook pix will be Monday,
Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. in the Vista
Office.

the ball at the same time. UNLV
scored again on another fluke
play about five minutes later. It
was a poor attempt on the part of
the Toreros' defense. Y et another
goal was scored against USD
making the score 0-3. All of them
were senseless goals given away
by the Toreros' defense. Late in
the first half #22 on UNLV
scored again pulling way out in
front 0-4.
In the second half the play was
about the same. There wasn't too
much communication between
the players and that left visible
weak spots for UNLV to take

advantage of. The Toreros were
plagued with two more goals
against them that would lead to
an 0-6 shutout by UNLV.
Throughout the game the Tor
eros had men with the ball in a
good position and nobody to
pass to. Number 10, Bo
Kaomerie, was stuck all by him
self with no one to pass to more
than once and so was #7, Ryan
Blain. Luis Celi was injured in the
first half and didn't return for the
remainder of the game.
The next home game is Wed.
Oct. 5 at 3:30, so come to the
game and support your team.

Rain Doesn't Slow
Torero Runners
The USD cross country teams
met U.C. San Diego and Loyola
Marymount in a tri-meet Satur
day, October 8 at UCSD.
The USD women's team placed
third (55 points) behind UCSD
(24 points)and LMU (42 points).
Coach Jim O'Brien was very
pleased with hisTorera's running.
"Our women keep getting
stronger, and I am impressed with
their enthusiasm as a team,"
stated O'Brien. Leading the pace
for the USD women was Ellen
Hughes who placed sixth out of
27 runners with a time of
21:09:07. Other Toreras who
had impressive runs over the
rainy three-mile course included
Carolyn Reed (8th, 21:46.5),
Chris Goodbody (11th, 22:08.1),
and Denise Andrews (14th,
22:20.7). Coaches O'Brien and

P Ellas

HAIR DESIGN

Noel Montrucchio feel that the
USD women's team will keep
improving.
Leading the way over the men's
five-mile course was USD's
Shawn Delaney with the winning
time of 27:14.2. UCSD placed
first with 24 points followed by
USD (44 points) and LMU (68
points). Torero runners Rick
Strobel (29:03.7) and Bob Win
ters (29:12.4) placed 8 th and 9 th
respectively out of 31 runners.
Other USD runners in the top 15
finishers included Jack Tade
(12th, 29:40.3), Tom Mortenson
(14th, 30:08.3) and Peter Woods
(15th, 30:15.5).
The USD cross country teams
will participate in the Biola Invi
tational on Saturday, October
15, at 9:00 a.m. Over 30 colleges
have been invited to the meet.
FULL SERVICE
SALON
7608 Linda Vista Rd
Mesa College Dr. to Hwy 163

V

Innovators of Creative Hair Design.

The ultimate in hair cutting.
Reg.
Price

First
Visit

PERMS (Body. Soil. Curly)
WOMEN (Cutinc!)

4S00
A up

40 00

MEN (Cut incl.)
COND TREATMENT
PRECISION CUT t STYLE (Blow Dry or Sal)
WOMEN (Shampoo incl.)
MEN (Shampoo incl)
FROSTING OR WEAVING
BLEACH TOUCH UP
EUROPEAN COLOR
CELLOPHANE AHENNA
SETS
FACIALS (Woman A Man)
MAKE UP (Profaaaional)
INDIVIDUAL LASHES
LASH A BROW TINTING
BODY WRAP

45 00
1000

3700
600

1800
15 00
45 00
35 00
20 00
30 00
1000
20 00
1000
15 00
7 00
40 00
A up
14.00
60 00
35.00
A up
700
1700

15 00
1000
3500
2500
16 00
20 00
8 00
15 00
6 00
1000
7 00
30 00

SPOT WRAPPING
WAXING (Full Body)
(Lag Wax)
(Up A Eyabrow)
(Bikini Wax)

SCULPTURED NAILS
FILLS
EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES
JHERI-CAUF CURL - T.C.B.
(Cut incl)
PERM-RELAXER TOUCH UP

1000
4300
25.00
500
13 00

A ALL PHASES OF NAIL
40 00
4500
1800
20 00
50 00

40 00

35 00

2500

Expires October 19,1983
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Clipper Out Jazzed By Utah
Twelve thousand fans filled
the USD Sports Center Sunday
night as the San Diego Clippers
opened up their exhibition season
with a 114-106 loss to the Utah
Jazz. The game was a benefit for
USD Athletics with all gate pro
ceeds going to the USD Athletic
Department.
New head coach Jim Lynam
got his first glimpse of hisClippers
against opposition as he went
with a starting line-up of Craig
Hodges and Derek Smith at guard,
Bill Walton at center, and Terry
Cummings and Greg Kelser at
forward, but none played more
than 24 minutes.
In Utah's victory, thejazz were
paced by veterans John Drew (25
points), Adrian Dantley (16
points) and Darrel Griffith (15
points). It was Utah's explosive
offense that gave them a 64-44
lead with 10:19 to go in the 3rd

quarter, however the Clippers
fought back to within five points
at the end of the quarter (82-77 ).
The fans also got their first and
last look at the comeback attempt
of center Swen Nater. Nater, who
played only seven games the past
one and one-half years while re
covering from knee surgery,
played 18 minutes, scored 12
points, had six rebounds and
showed no signs of knee prob
lems. However, Monday after
noon the Clipper management
traded Swen and unsigned rookie
Byron Scott to the Los Angeles
Lakers for veteran guard Norm
Nixon and forward Eddie Jordan.
Although Walton and Cum
mings were limited to just 24
minutes, Walton scored 12 points
and had eight rebounds and gave
San Diego fans a reason to look
to the '84 season with optimism.
Cummings showed flashes of why
he was named Rookie of the Year

last season as he netted 14 points
and grabbed six rebounds. Coach
Lynam used this exhibition to
give all his players in camp a
chance to perform in a game
situation. Small forward Greg
Kelser was impressive as he hus
tled his way for 13 points and 11
rebounds. Coach Lynam on the
game, "Two things I was a little
disappointed in were that we let
them get too many second shots,
and 1 thought we put them on the
foul line too much. On the other
hand, we were down by about
20-plus at one point, but we
hung in there and got back in the
game."
The Clippers will continue to
use the USD Sports Center during
October for their two a-day work
outs. The public is invited to
attend practices, for times contact
the Sports Center (291-6480,
ext. 4272).

U S D Stands 4^1

Toreros Drop Poets, 23-19
By Bill Neugbebauer
If one word best described the
difference between this year's
Torero football team and last
year's, that word would have to
be "character." At this time last
year, the Torero team was in
disarray. They had just lost their
first game of the year, on national
television, and were seemingly
headed for total destruction
(which they did by lositfg five of
their last six games). So when this
year's contingent took the field
against Whittier last Saturday,
coming off their first defeat in
four games, the team had a lot to
prove—and they did so by nip
ping the Poets 23-19.
"It showed the type of charac
ter this team has," head coach
Brian Fogarty said in reference to
his 4-1 ball club. "They weren't
going to allow it (last week's
defeat) to make any difference."
The Toreros started the game
in duplicate fashion to last week's
loss toOccidental. After receiving

the opening kickoff, the Toreros played."
The second quarter was when
fumbled on the ensuing play.
Then, only a few plays later, the Toreros did most of their
Whittier got on the board with a damage. A 17-7 USD lead was
the outcome of aggressive, suc
7-0 Poets' advantage.
That lead was short lived, how cessful play.
The momentum, however,
ever, as the Toreros quickly re
bounded back. Led by senior slowly started to shift toward the
quarterback Phil Spencer, the Poets. After two fine field goals
Toreros took virtually no time at by Bob Lozzi, one from 20 yards,
all as the 54-yard drive in five the other from 383, the offense
plays was capped off by an eight came to a grinding halt.
"They made a couple of defen
yard "Spencer to Mike Rush"
sive adjustments we weren't quite
touchdown pass.
"I think we knew we could ready for," Fogarty replied. "The
move the ball well if they con key was that we couldn't adjust
to their adjustment!"
tinued with their original defen
The defense regained their
sive set up," Fogarty commented
in reference to his team's offen composure, however, and sty
sive game plan. "Offensively we mied the Poets the remaining 11
did some good things, but overall minutes to hold on to the 23-19
it was definitely not our best victory, for their third straight
victory on the road. USD will
game."
"The defense played the best start a two game homestand this
game of the year," the coach Saturday as they play host to the
added in delight of the fine perfor University of Laverne. Game time
mance. "And this was definitely is slated for 7:30 p.m.
one of the better teams we have

Senior Reception
Thursday
October 27
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
CLASSES FORMING NOW AT

Seniors Only

KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For Information. Please Call:

•mb (619) 270-6810 mamm

SPORTSTALK
Oooh Those CPs
by John Schlegel
It was a bad weekend. Both the
teams I picked to win in the
playoffs, Chicago and L.A., were
destroyed. I came to the Vista
room on Mnday and was cheer
fully greeted with a copy of last
week's article hanging on the
door. Across the article was scrib
bled "Eat It." What an obviously
avid Oriole fan was suggesting to
me, in his own eloquent, unhedging fashion, was that I blew it.
1 had predicted that the White
Sox would overpower the O's
and stop them with the A.L.'s
top pitching staff. Well, the Sox'
bats turned to mush, scoring only
three runs in the series. Mean
while, the pitching resembled a
linguini festival as they allowed
19 runs in the four games. In the

end, it was apparent that the
Orioles simply outclassed and
outplayed the Sox.
I've come up with a theory that
might explain why the two teams
1 picked were annihilated. Most
everybody has heard of the Sports
Illustrated jinx, in which a cover
story on a team often ends up
being the kiss of death. Well,
what we may have here is the
infamous Vista jinx.
To test the theory, I've decided
to once again dabble into the
illustrious world of prognostica
tion. In light of their overwhelm
ing victory, not to mention their
enthusiastic fans,1 hereby predict
that the Baltimore Orioles will
win the 1983 World Series. Good
Luck O's!

USD Hosts U of Mexico
The Universidad Nacional
Autonama de Mexico women's
volleyball team will be on tour
beginning Tuesday, October 18,
with an exhibition match against
the University of San Diego's
team at 7:30 p.m. The Mexico
team will then travel to USC for
an exhibition match on October
19. After playing in the Cal State
Dominguez Hills' ten-team tour
nament on October 21 and 22,
UN AM will meet San Diego State
on October 25 at State.
Head coach for UNAM
women's volleyball team is Jorge
Mendina. As head coach for eight
years, his teams have won six
Women's National Volleyball
Championships of Mexico. Men
dina has been selected as head

coach of Mexico's All-University
Selection Team as well as the
Women's National Selection
Team of Mexico. As one of
Mexico's top three coaches in the
country, Mendina has attended
volleyball coaches clinics around
the world including Japan and
Russia. Mendina was head coach
for the World University Game:where his team placed seventh in
the women's volleyball competi
tion. (Three members of the Uni
versity of Mexico's squad are
also members of the Women's
National Selection Team of
Mexico.)
The exhibition match at USD
on October 18 is free and open to
the public.
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Vixens Capture
Wet& Heated, Football Accelerates
Woman's Tourney
Last weekend the second bi
annual USD l.M. Womens 3Sport Tournament was contested.
Competing in this tournament
were two teams organized and
coached by none other than Rick
"who me recruit?" Hagan. The
two womens teams, Vic's Victorious Vixens and Mart's Mighty
Mights, kicked each other in
indoor soccer, pounded the ball
over the net in volleyball and
slapped a few balls around the
field in softball.
In indoor soccer, Gina Holland
outclassed the field with two goals
for the Vixens. Also scoring for
the Vixen was Avis "don't hurt
me" Reinicke. The only goal
scored for the Mighty Might
was accomplished by Susan "oh
my aching legs" Donovan.
In volleyball the Mighty
Might gave it all their best, bu

ttle power spiking of Bridget "too
tall" McGarry overwhelmed the
Might as she helped the Vixen to
a 15-8/15-3 win.
The Vi xen truly were the class
as they again defeated the Mighty
Might in Softball 2 to 1.
Next semester another 3-Sport
Tournament will be offered. The
Mighty Mights vow to return,
but with a new coach. (Sorry
Rick, just like the pros, have a
losing season and you're given
the thumb.) This may not be
enough as rumor has it the Re
tired Athletes will return to
defend their spring title.
Congratulations: Vic's Victor
ious Vixens:
Vicki Busch, Gina Holland, Dee
More, Avis Reinicke, Siobhan
Rhea, Jill Courfemanche, Noelle
Chartier.

We Get Letters...
(Apologies to Scott Ostler)
As most everyone knows by
now, the weatherman was less
than kind to the intramural softball program last weekend. Team
captains are advised that the games
that were rained-out will be made
up on the weekend of October
28 and 29, while this week's
games will be played as scheduled.
One positive note on last week's
inactivity was that it allowed our
resident expert, Perry the Prognosticator, to catch-up on the
multitude of letters he has been
receiving regarding l.M. Softball.
Here is a sample of the pile and
Perry's responses (in bold type).
Dear Perry,
Are you sure that the P.P.
Bailers are eligible to play in this
league? I mean, 1 thought this was
a student-league. Some of those
guys are in their 30's.
Iowa Frosh
Dear Frosh,
I don't know how they do
things in corn country but
here at USD, faculty and staff
as well as students are eligible
to play intramurals. If you
bothered to read your captains'
handbook, you would know
that. Besides, aren't you a bit
young to be writing letters to
a college newspaper?
Dear Perry,
What ever happened to Two
Balls and a Bat' I remember you

saying that they would soon be in
the top five. I guess you blew it
Mr. Prognosticator.
I.F., Camino Founders
Dear Ignorant Fan,
I assume that is what I.F.
stands for. If you remember, I
said if they ever get ten play
ers to the field, then they
would probably make the top
five. If you had spent some
time on the field instead of
shooting your mouth off, you
would realize that this has not
ever happened.
Dear Perry,
Why all the publicity for Kerns
of the Round Table and Chutz
pah Chuggers? Who really
writes those articles?
A very curious fan
Dear Curious,
Sorry to ruin whatever you
were thinking, hut undefeated
defending champs tend to get
a lot of ink.
Dear Perry,
I know you get many letters
complaining about and criticizing
your predictions. I just want you
to know that you have one loyal
fan. Keep up the good work!
A long-time fan
Dear Fan,
Thanks for the support. By
the way, the check is in the
mail.

With only one week remaining
in the regular season, IM Flag
Football action really heated up
over the weekend. Emotions ran
high as top-ranked teams battled
for the "all-important" playoff
seed. Here's a summary of how
last week's top teams fared:
Dead On Arrival:
Tom Rindt.Jim Yoder, and Marty
Tallmancaught touchdown passes
asthe#l ranked team breezed to
a 19-0 vicotry over Mike's Mean
Machine. While hobbling off
the field, cornerback, Mike Feeney summed up the feeling of the
Mike's Mean Machine ball club
when he said, "They're really
should be an under 200 pound
league."
S and M Boys:
Peter Andrade's team dropped to

#4 in this week's ranking as they last week and have not had a
fell two points short of the Back game in the last two. The pollsDoor Men 14-13. With 42 sec- ters, displaying the wisdom that
onds left Don Honikel made an they have become famous for,
amazing diving catch in the end- have dropped BAMF's from this
zone to cut the lead to two. How- week's top five,
ever, on the two-point converSpecial Bulletin: The Elephant
sion attempt, quarterback, Ron Men will no longer be called the
Miller, was pressured and had his best 0-3 team in l.M. history.
pass fall incomplete.
That's right.John Merrick's team
The Boys:
finally entered the "W" column
Trailing 27-14 with less than two with a 18-0 victory over the God
minutes left, things looked bleak Squad.
for Robert Hillier's team. However, The Boys stopped officiating/complaining, started playing,
MEN S FOOTBALL
and scored two late touchdowns
The Top Five
(including a 32 yard bomb on the 1 Dead on Arrival
(4-0)
game's final play) to defeat ^ Back Door Men
(3-1)
Crank's Crew 28-27.
3. The Boys
(3-1)
BAMF's:
4. S and M Boys
(3-1)
The top "B" league team was idle 5. Crank sCrew
(3-1)

OCT-NOV INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
SPORT

ENTRIES DUE

MANAGER'S MEETING*

INDEPENDENT'S MEETING*

PLAY BEGINS

Midnight Bowling
Co-Rec Team Tennis
Co-Rec Flag Football
Men's Soccer
Over The Line
Canyon Run

Today
10/26
11/2
11/9
11/16
11/17

10/12 at 61OO p.m.
10/26 at 61OO p.m.
11/2 at 6:00 p.m.
H/9 at 6:00 p.m.
11/16 at 6100 p.m.

—
10/25 at 6:00 p.m.
H/l at 6:00 p.m.
11/8 at 6:00~p.m.

10/14
10/29
11/6
11/19
11/20
11/18

3x3 Basketball

11/30

11/30 at 6:00 p.m.

12/3

All Meetings will be held in trie Sports Center

IM Soccer

News
•The Law School Orange continued their bid for the Intramural Co-Rec Soccer Championship
by over-powering Sigma Chi
Alpha by a score of six goals to
one. Roger Gilcrest and Peter
Karlberger both scored two goals
as the Orange rolled over the
Sigma Chi.
In other action the Water Foul
held on to a one goal lead to
defeat the MBA by a score of
1-O.JesRomain was the star as he
cracked a tremendous shot to
score the winner in the first half.
MBA was unlucky not to score
the equalizer as they missed a few
easy opportunities.
The Independents and
Learned Foot played to a 1 -1 tie
in a very exciting contest which
saw both teams miss easy opportunities to win the game. Grauville Pridham scored to the Independents in the waning moments
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° Th.gz, .„ ,h. w« the beer with the
™"dtaste for tailgatin'

TomCats.
This Week's Top Five:
1. Law School Orange
2. Water Foul
i. Learned Foot
4. MBA
5. Independents

A %
Tl

jt>s tailgatin' time, time for the naturally light laslc thai
leaves fwtball fans room for more of their favorite foods.
Reach for Nat ural Light, the beer witli the taste for food
that just naturally leaves you room for more.

